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17669 Henderson-Massey 4
17692 Henderson-Massey 4
17693 Henderson-Massey 4
17700 Henderson-Massey 4
17721 Henderson-Massey 4
17729 Henderson-Massey 4
17732 Henderson-Massey 4
17737 Henderson-Massey 4
17775 Henderson-Massey 4
17776 Henderson-Massey 4
17793 Henderson-Massey 4
17801 Henderson-Massey 4
17824 Henderson-Massey 4
17857 Henderson-Massey 4
17898 Henderson-Massey 4
17905 Henderson-Massey 4
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17966 Henderson-Massey 4
17967 Henderson-Massey 4
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18673 Henderson-Massey 4
18686 Henderson-Massey 4
18697 Henderson-Massey 4
18706 Henderson-Massey 4
18711 Henderson-Massey 4
18744 Henderson-Massey 4
18777 Henderson-Massey 4
18796 Henderson-Massey 4
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not support the proposed amendment to 

community occupancy guidelines. Specifically I do not support the proposed changes to the administration fee guideline 

and the building maintenance fee guideline. The negative impacts on the not-for-profit community sector would far 

outweigh the $3.5 million additional revenue that these proposed changes could generate. For example, the proposed 

annual administration fee for a license to occupy council land could potentially cost community garden groups $1,300 per 

year, which is unsustainable for these groups. For every dollar invested in community-led action, council gets back many 

more volunteer hours. Increasing the cost of community leases and licenses to occupy is just one of a multitude of 

proposed changes in the Auckland Council Group annual budget that will negatively impact community groups. Cuts are 

proposed to regional grants, discretionary and contestable local board funding, as well as regional funding of services led 

by community organisations. Community organisations are facing a 'death by a thousand cuts' scenario that does not 

reflect the value of the essential services that they provide to our communities. Cumulatively, the likely impact of these 

cuts is that many community organisations will cease to exist. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Better to be prepared than not. 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 
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interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: The council should look after its core 

responsibilities nothing else. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: If it is not making us money get rid of it. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Reduce the amount of people employed by the council. Sack everyone in AT as they are virtue signalling 

morons that are hindering the city. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:I live out west, I am pissed off to see speed bumps still being installed when our roads out west are still in a 

state of disrepair. Waterways when I was young were cleared every year not anymore. Stop infill building in flood zones. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: We need our roads fixed end of story, this must take priority over anything else. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Climate action and sustainability 
initiatives, Local community events 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Top of the list of things to be dropped should be anything to do with the 
climate change nonsense. We make .017% of the worlds pollution. Anyone supporting this should be sacked! 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Once again I do not want my rates spent on virtue signalling nonsense. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Ridding the council of climate change nonsense and woke ideologies. The disbanding of AT for a option that is not 

politically and ideologically driven. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

I don't know 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Māngere-Ōtāhuhu Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

Please rank our proposed local board priorities from most to least important to you: 

Rank Proposed Priorities 

1 
Investing in initiatives to reduce the impact of climate change, including tree planting, education 

programmes and environmental volunteers  

3 Continue to provide residents with better quality facilities, parks and open spaces 

5 Promoting activities to showcase our local arts and culture talent into career pathways 
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Rank Proposed Priorities 

2 
Continue to identify procurement, quality employment and social enterprise opportunities for our 

residents 

4 Improving the well-being of our locals by supporting our local economy to become more efficient, 
resilient, and sustainable through our reduced budget 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Youth programmes, 
Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

How do you think we could support our communities to be better prepared and resilient to extreme weather 
events like the recent Auckland storm?  

Waitematā Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community programme delivery e.g. community networks, youth and 
arts, Community climate action and sustainability e.g. Low Carbon Lifestyles, Local waste minimisation activities e.g. 
Waitematā waste away 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Do you think there are other areas where we could make savings to our local budgets?  

Whau Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local parks, community facilities, and sports and recreation programmes, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways, Local planning and development e.g. for parks, town centre and street 
environment 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   
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Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Council needs to continue to provide this 

support. There are costs to the community as a whole if it doesn't- social/economic 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: In reality we should increase shares to a level where the council has a say in governance. Around 22% 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We need to be better prepared for increasingly extreme storms on the future. This should include analysis of 

suitable areas for building and withdrawal from existing flood prone areas. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Community events and libraries provide much needed services for the 
wellbeing of the community. This decreases isolation and makes for a safer community. The costs of a fractured 
community is disengagement, anti social behaviour and crime. 

 

Puketāpapa Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?   

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Local community centres, Parks maintenance, 
including mowing 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Events and parks bring communities together. Maintenance is essential. 
An unkempt area is likely to be made worse by antisocial actions. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 
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Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Anything to do with arts and culture - this is 

as much a part of who we are as diversity  box ticking 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Councils don’t have the expertise to know what an airport actually  needs, leave that to those that do, but 

keep some income! 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Cut the wages of elected officials to the equivalent of a worker in a Salvation Army store - if they are really 

all about ‘serving the community’ then prove it. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Find the money by cutting wages - start with the Mayoral office (not his staff, just him.) and the other 

councillors - self aggrandising nobodies whose only priority is to get re-elected - some of them, not all. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Devonport-Takapuna Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: Work for all - not just ticking the diversity box, and no more Chris Darby centric initiatives (private cars to 
drive people to the Devonport Ferry was my favourite waste of council finding a few years ago. I get that it was to reduce 
parking and traffic 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Contestable and non-contestable grants, Local community events, Arts / 
community programmes and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?) Environmental volunteers in local parks, Charges 
relating to community leases and licences 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Try and put minority interests and govern for all - be the first!! 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I have worked as a music industry 

professional for the past 15 years. In this time I have consciously taken on a mandate of paying forward to the next 

generation, and opening doors that weren't there when we were younger. I have worked as a youth mentor and music 

mentor for a variety of organisations and in a variety of situations. All of these utilise council/community buildings in order 

to operate (OMAC, Ranui 135, Glen Eden Library, Wesley Community Centre, Ranui Library, Te Manawa, the list goes 

on).  

These spaces are literally home base for the young people we are working with, they become Turangawaewae for the 

Rangatahi.  

I don't believe the value of this work itself needs any advocating for, so instead this is an effort to explain the catastrophic 

effect it would have if these spaces were no longer available to our youth. For many, these programs can literally be their 

lifelines. Nearly everyone I know who works in these spaces is doing it out of aroha and a sense of something bigger 

than themselves.  

This isn't even lobbying for the value of the arts, although I recently heard Yasiin Bey eloquently state- 

'Art is a thing people forget they need until they need it'. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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I've realised the music is just the medium to create community for our young people. A sense of belonging. If that is 

taken away, it would be devastating to many of them. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 
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5. Local Boards 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community facilities, services and activities, Environmental activities e.g. 
pest control and wildlife protection on west coast beaches, Climate action and sustainability initiatives 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I disagree with these budget cuts - they 

remove everything that makes Auckland a liveable city. In a cost of living crisis where crime is already on the rise I think 

it is short sighted to cut activities that build community &amp; give people positive spaces to spend time in. These cuts 

will bring increased youth crime &amp; disharmony - so let’s hope you have budgeted for a greater police force. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:It seems counterintuitive to me to spend all this money on an operating budget that increases funds for 

weather events but to drastically cut money from environmental &amp; sustainability initiatives. Are you just not planning 

for an ambulance at the bott 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: I support reducing funding for Anzac Day &amp; mowing. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
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environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I am very unhappy within unsafe our neighbourhoods are becoming because every time you allow a developer to over 

build on a small piece of land - you have no requirement for parking. Our streets are clogged by cars parked on both 

sides, we are having to p 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   
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Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Getting Te Whau Pathway built. 

Offer safe off-road links, particularly for the 18,000 students attending 38 schools in the Whau Catchment Area. 

Open up parks 33 under-used (and often unknown) local parks and reserves will be connected through the pathwa 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: These services are incredibly important to our 

communities. We need to invest more to support people to connect, build resilience and provide help those most 

vulnerable. We must improve public transport infrastructure now to provide better options to move around the city and 

encourage more people out of cars. Our arts and culture sector must continue to thrive and grow, particularly post covid. 

We need to invest more to ensure Auckland is seen as an attractive tourist and business destination, and promote it as 

such, to help the economy thrive, support local business and encourage more people to live here. Early childhood is 

critically important. We must continue to provide accessible and high quality options for families and children., especially 

when so many people are struggling. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Funding and 
grants for arts centres and partners, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: It's difficult to choose between these options. Thriving communities are 
critically important. I do not believe funding should be reduced. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The budis very disappointing. The proposed reductions will harm our city at a time we need the most help. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I don't like any of these cuts. 

Art galleries, the Auckland Maritime Museum, Auckland Zoo, etc and all those places cater to EVERYONE, irrespective 

of where the come from or what they believe.  They bring people together.  I don't believe they should be cut.  I propose 

a price increase for international visitors to Auckland Museum, ie - Adults = $30, Children = $15 and $80 for a family.   

For New Zealand visitors I believe it should be - Adults = $5, Children = $3 and a Family = $15. 

Swimming pool admissions shouldn't be free for children.  I think the fees should be - Children 0 to 5 = $3 and Children 6 

to 16 should be $5.  There should be a fee.  Something which is free isn't appreciated. 

It was recently reported that $75,000 was provided by Auckland Council in funding for one of the big festivals.  That is a 

lot of money, yet you want to hit the smaller events?  There's a lot of costly red tape, plus health and safety which can 

appear over the top which goes with organising events and costs associated with that.  Could some of the red tape costs 

be cut?  Some of the health and safety restrictions are ludicrous and just add to expenses. 

All your proposed cuts seem to impact the smaller Community Hubs in the communities.  The Community Hubs do an 

incredible job and they have transformed our libraries and community centres into vibrant places where people of all 

ages, from all cultures and ages can meet, learn and socialise.  With people being crammed into smaller homes, they 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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need local events and they need to be able to get out and socialise.  Students can go to the library to study and use all 

the resources.  To cut the hours and staff at our local libraries would be a loss.  What I have seen of the after school 

programmes, the use of the halls by groups, the rooms by community groups - they all provide a wonderful service to the 

community.  To cut those would have a huge impact on the people.  The libraries are supported by people of all ages, 

from all cultures and walks of life.  Libraries are more than places to borrow books and they put on many programmes 

and events.  People of all ages learn social skills and they can come together.  I have seen people learn skills at their 

local Community Hub, Library and events and they now have a thriving business.  All because of the council.  I don't 

agree with any events being cut and I don't agree with libraries, community centres and community hubs being cut.  If the 

events in local community centres and libraries are cut, what will people get for their rates?  I don't agree with the 

Citizens' Advice Bureaus being cut.  They help so many people, New Zealanders and new migrants.  It is important that 

libraries are a place for all.  With all that Auckland has been through we need these vital and vibrant places.  People of all 

ages use the library as a resource, to learn, to access the internet, to visit all events, sports and markets.  It has taken 

years to build our community centres up to be vibrant, happy and fun places.  And a moment to take the axe to them.  

Don't destroy our local centres!  Don't destroy Auckland!  I thought Auckland was going to be fixed, but not this way!  

For our mental health we need events, galleries, libraries open as they are, community hubs with welcoming staff.  A 

member of my family suffered from motor neuron disease and she used the library all the time.  It was invaluable to her 

and a great resource. 

With all that Aucklanders have been to, we need our libraries and community centres.  What I am opposed to though is 

the wasting of money for seemingly mindless work.  Roads are redone and changes are made and they are worse than 

before!  That is a waste. 

There was a perfectly good playground at Te Atatu Peninsula.  I see it has been dug up and work has stopped on it.  No 

children can play on the equipment but a water feature will be put in the same place and it will require ongoing 

maintenance and cost.  All at great expense. 

Should Auckland Council be involved in kindergartens?  Probably not. 

Bus fares probably should increase.  If there isn't the same level of patronage there once was on the buses, then they 

should remain reduced.  It makes sense.  

 There's been a lot of money spent on the bus terminals by the Te Atatu motorway.  Sure there was consultation, but 

people weren't listened to.  I can't see that the bus terminals are going to work very well.  They will definitely make life 

more difficult. 

Why do you need more trains for the CRL if it's nowhere near finished?  New trains sound expensive.  Stick with the 

number you have.  If you struggled to find bus drivers, will you struggle to find train drivers too?  Trains will be out of 

action all across Auckland and I assume those drivers will be laid off.  When the trains are put back into service again, 

will you struggle to find drivers?  You'll struggle to get people back onto trains after the lines have been closed and I 

anticipate the patronage to drop. 

Don't fund light rail to Auckland Airport!  As far as I can see it's an expensive train ride for tourists.  We don't need it and 

don't reinvent the wheel.  If you want a train to the Airport - extend the train as it is from Manukau. 

I also propose you increase parking fine fees. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: I am undecided about the sale of the AIA fares.  However, if the shares were retained my proposal is for 

departure and arrival fees to increase so that the AIA dividends could increase. 
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3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Smarter spending and not wasting money on expensive consultants, and not cutting everything in sight - 

that's the easy way out and everything gets run down.  Employing smarter people who actually listen to those in the 

community and who don't waste money 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:I don't agree to a rates increase. 

First of all before committing to anything, I think a lot of thought needs to go into what caused the storms.  An 

unprecedented amount of rain - yes.  But there's been a lot reasons tossed around such as where people de 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I think the Henderson-Massey Board does a terrific job for our community.  The libraries are places to not 
just read books, but people learn in those places and have access to resources they may not have at home. 

The proposed changes appear to be targeti 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  
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Tell us why these are most important to you: I support all of the above and don't believe anything should be cut.  I 
refuse to choose from the above list, as everything is important. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I don't support the food waste initiative.  We have compost bins in the 

backyard and it feels that we are being penalised.  The only time we purchase chicken is for our dog.  Where residents 

live on a larger property, I think the scheme should have been o 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

You need to be fair in allocating funds.  Ratepayers pay rates and they fund the Auckland Council.  It's important you are 

all inclusive, not a Council which cuts all the services, or gets rid of some.  You need to be FAIR to ALL.  That means all 

ages, al 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: There should not no cuts to ANY public 

service or any form of public assess.  Arts and culture funding should have no cuts as there are central parts to Tāmaki 

Makaurau's identity. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): The Makers Workshop Limited 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: This is such short term thinking.  Just borrow some more money, and use the dividend from the asset that 

belongs to all Auckland's to pay down the debt.  Please look at this issue with a long term focus on how Auckland will 

look in 5,10,15,20 years after 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Absolutely increase the rates and borrow more to get ourselves out this short term situation. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We need substantial investment to protect Aucklands assets.  The more we invest now, the less it will cost 

in the future. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I support all priorities, but I do not think we need to reduce the funding across all boards.  Use the leverage 
of our assets to continue the good work that has been done over the last 10 years.  There is a reason Auckland is rated 
one of the top places t 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you: We need more funding to brings communities together.  Homes and 
families are siloed enough without programs that bring people together.  

We need to invest in our communities if they're going to grow. We're still recovering from COVID, floods and cyclones 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The social fabric of Tāmaki Makaurau is important to me.  Please think carefully about the effect of cutting services, 

especially to the more vulnerable residents.  It is all very well for those with means to sing through an austere approach, 

but there ar 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Community and education programmes, early 

childcare, and public transport 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Aotea/Great Barrier Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control, Protection and restoration of 
local waterways, Local waste minimisation programmes including construction waste coordination 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 
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interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Maintaining the currently reduced number of 

public transport services (as of December 2022) for 2023/2024 to save $21 million 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: The logic to sell makes sense 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Open space low / no mow areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not support the proposed spending 

reductions. The reduction in funding will have a long term negative impact on community well-being, safety and resilience 

and does not respond to the climate emergency.  

Do not support the proposed reductions and instead support unfreezing the Water Quality and Natural Environment 

Targeted Rates, increasing borrowing, and increasing general rates at least to the rate of inflation (rather than the 

proposed 4.66% increase)    

Request council maximise alternative sources of funding such as increasing on street parking charges and the 

introduction of charges at Park &amp; Rides.    

Do not support proposals to permanently cancel many hundreds of buses a week nor the proposal to increase the costs 

of public transport fares.  

Do not support cuts to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited’s facilities and services: the Auckland Art Gallery, the ZOO, the 

Maritime Museum; Auckland Live; the Bruce Mason Centre and the Stadiums 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Do not support the proposed cuts to funding to community, culture, regional events, economic development and social 

services; the cuts to Citizens Advice Bureaus (CABs), or the proposal to halve Local Board discretionary spending which 

may result in cuts to library hours, grants, events, environmental projects, Movies in Parks, Anzac Day services, 

community gardens support, youth funding and much more. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Support keeping our current airport shareholding because once gone, this asset can no longer be 

leveraged or support future revenue raising for Council. Prior to covid the airport shares generated a $60m dividend for 

Council which is why the shares are so 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Support council setting a higher general rates increase AND making greater use of debt. 

Council should set rates at least at the rate of inflation (8 -9 % rather than the proposed 4.66%)  Auckland rates are low 

compared with other metropolitan centres. 

Su 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  
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Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Support the importance of investing in stormwater infrastructure, especially in light of recent extreme 

weather events.    

In addition, Council’s ability to prepare and respond to future storms and climate impacts will be greatly enhanced by 

ensuring all 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: No reduction to any of the following: 

Community Development and Support 

Climate Action and Awareness 

Library Hours 

Environmental restoration programmes stream restoration and pest control 

Community Events 

Community grants 

Community and arts centre activit 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  
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Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Do not support  Council reprioritising the Climate Action Targeted Rate which 

was established only last year with overwhelming public support.  It should be used to improve and increase services 

rather than diverted to reduce costs to Auckland Transport. 

 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

This is the most short-sighted "budget" I can remember. This is a time when Auckland needs investment, not austerity. 

The only cuts I would support would be the bloody golf courses - stop privileging the already privileged, and 

continue/improve funding in 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I would not like to proveedor with any 

reductions. But reducing regional services and the funding to local board will directly impact Arts and education towards 

local communities. Arts are needed. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Weather has been affecting a lot of people more budget in this area is needed 

 

5. Local Boards 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: The sector has been terrible impact by floods. Is a communities with artist, artisans and crafters and 
reduction in funding will directly affect both. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Community facilities, services and 
activities, Local community grants 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Knowing the people that lives in the area this are the priorities. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Arts 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed in reducing any funding in the 

6 areas mentioned above because we believe it will have the most immediate negative impact and be the hardest to 

reverse. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): Brotherhood Continues Trust 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: Dont change the policy or sell shares in the airport 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: These areas will be the anchor to esnure the reduction in other areas is 
managemable and able to return 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? 'Question 1: Operating Expenses 

--- 

What is glaringly obvious is that there is no attempt or mention of reducing staffing levels or income levels of Council staff 

particulalry the top earners who are better placed to shoulder any sudden income changes. Si 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I know we speak about Covid and Floods being some reasons why this budget deficit exist - but we have a Inner City 

Rail Link that has blown budget several times, and whats not to say their maybe a budget blow out further? - I just 

struggle to fathom that 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: These reductions all result in a negative 

impact on the livability of Auckland as a city. They have a quality of life cost for all members of our community, through 

maintaining or worsening problems with traffic, access to the arts, public transport efficiency, childcare options 

particularly for working families, and the wellbeing of young children particularly those from financially impoverished 

families who may not otherwise receive the early learning experiences needed for future educational engagement and 

achievement.  

I strongly oppose the proposed cuts to arts funding. This will result in many arts organisations having to close, loss of 

employment opportunities as well as a loss of entertainment, social and cultural activities for people who live in or visit 

Auckland. I am concerned that this would make Auckland an unattractive travel destination, resulting in an economic 

impact born by our local businesses who rely on visitors for much of their trade.  

I oppose increasing the cost of participating in arts activities in order to fund them. This will make the arts unaccessible to 

people from poorer communities and further divide our community into the haves and have-nots. Creative activities bring 

communities together, provide opportunities for us to learn from and about each other, and understand ourselves and our 

social world better.  It is crucially important for the wellbeing of our community that people from all ethnic and socio-

economic groups are able to participate. Imagination and creativity are defining parts of what it means to be a human 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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being and a thriving arts scene is critical to building a community that honours and uplifts our humanity. In these trying 

times, this is more important than ever. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling assets is short sighted, an immediate gain with a long-term loss of income. Find another way. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: $3 a week rates increases seem very small to me and I think increasing it by a little more will be bearable 

by most people. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Please consider also other environmental problems our communities face through chemical pollution of our 

waterways and air quality, deforestation, and the need for re-forestation or tree planting efforts. 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I don't know 

Tell us why: I oppose cutting funds to my local board. I am unsure of the specific priorities at the moment but I trust my 
local councillors.  

My community seems largely neglected. Our parks are often just paddocks, public transport makes travel difficult, our 
footpa 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Funding and grants for arts centres and 
partners, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I don't want to see any of these options cut or reduced. The library is a 
crucial part of any community for instance. Especially a largely poor computer. I chose the three areas I did because they 
encourage community-led initiatives for our community by o 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Auckland is polluted, deforested, car-reliant, and flood prone and all drivers of this must be addressed.  
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Auckland has too few entertainment and public transport options to be a truly attractive travel destination and vibrant 

place to live.  

I am conce 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: • Now is not the time to cut back on 

services, it’s a time to invest in the collective good. Recent climate change related events have clearly shown how the 

community can come together to assist, some of these groups would be cut under this proposed budget- once you lose 

community assets and support you cant magic these resources back into existance in times of need. 

• Some of the services facing cuts are ones that help our lowest income and most vulnerable people: services 

that help youth into employment, address homelessness, help people understand their rights and access vital services. 

In a cost-of-living crisis these services are needed more than ever. 

• The impact on all services this budget would effect is huge- we need to support things like netball clubs, art 

classes, after school care, activities for the elderly etc etc. These everyday, accessible services are vital to a thriving 

community- austerity measures never work,  they just make the worse off suffer and drag more of the community down. 

 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling assets is a short term solution that means we have no longer term future gains.  

Now is a very bad time to be selling asets - the markets will be low and the airport has not recovered from Covid- we will 

get a low price and no long term benefits o 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: • The proposed rate of 4.66% (or an average of around $3 per household per week) should be put in 

perspective, This amount is below inflation, which means that in real terms it’s not just failing to keep up, it’s going 

backwards.  

• A rate of  $5.30 per h 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 
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Tell us why:Recent events have shown clearly we must spend to protect us from future events. It is vital we build 

resilience and as a city work to reduce our emissions. Support better public transport and walking and cycling as these 

modes are the most resilient and 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Our local board area has a great opportunity to lead in Climate Action - restart the Te Whau Pathway 
project - this will give greater resiliance, climate friendly transport options and create a wonderful asset for the whole city- 
access to the awa, parks, 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: This question is abhorrent. It is like asking what do you want to lose an 
arm or a leg- all of these activities are vitally important - we need to increase our debt and raise rates to a fair level to 
ensure our community recieves the support and services 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Raise fees for parking in council operated buildings and parking sites - we 

need to discourage the use of single occupancy car use in our city- the funds raised would be able to ensure we provide 

greater PT options and actually make walking and cycling a 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 
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Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Get the  Te Whau Pathway built 

Connect existing pathways Te Whau Pathway will connect the Waterview, and Avondale to New Lynn Shared Pathway, 

the Northwestern cycleway (SH16), the New Lynn Transport Interchange and the Te Atatū Bus Interchange. 

Provide 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Auckland is built with sprawl in mind.  The 

cost of sprawl should not be invisible, and instead be highlighted. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Please stop privatising everything.  It’s a short term solution that will cost us a lot more in the long run. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Debt is not inherently bad, but today is a bad time to incur more of it given interest rates.  Increase rates. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Again, cost of sprawl. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Local community events, Parks 
planning and investigations 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not support these cost reductions. The 

net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the local economy and devastate Auckland’s 

culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: We need to invest in our communities if they're going to grow. We're still recovering from COVID, floods 
and cyclones. Losing these initiatives will further compound the hurt our communities feeling.  

 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Do not proceed with: 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities 
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Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited 

  

These proposed cuts, which while small in terms of the Council’s overall budget 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

I don't know 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Stop building speed humps! 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why: Stop building speed humps! 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why: Stop building speed humps! 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Stop building speed humps! 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: Stop building speed humps! 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Alot of people are fed up with speed humps. Stop building them! 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Stop building speed humps. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Fix our roads, stop building speed humps. Get real. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Chase down auckland transport to stop the 

road cones and stupid speed tables as 260k each its a monsterous waste of money slowing the city. Keep auckland 

moving 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: We dont need the shares anymore sell them off to the public 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Its a little storm one in x amount of years best to prevent by updating pipes and infrastructure get on with 

clearing drains and gutters regularly ckeaning creeks, streams and waterways not outrageous greens based crap 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why: Race based policies should not be a thing 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? All auckland should have the same bins like maukau and central city were 

meant to be one council get rid of the rubbish tags 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: The value that arts, culture and community 

services spending and investment brings to our city and its residents is immeasurably large. I want to live in a thriving 

city, and these things make that happen. Importantly, with the current environmental crisis, public transport use needs to 

imcrease, not decrease. For public transport to be viable for all, we need more regular and reliable services, especially to 

outer suburbs.  

We should be increasing our spending on these areas.  A difference of around $5 per week on rates is nothing compared 

to the value that these bring to our current and future city. I would be happier to see an larger increase in rates to support 

these areas. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: We need to invest in our future, and public ownership of regionally and nationally important assets should 

be part of this investment. They should not be entrusted to the whim of private shareholders. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 
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Tell us why: I support the priorities.  However, funding should not be cut. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Cutting funding to arts and culture in 

Auckland will be detrimental. Early childhood care isn’t any better of an idea. Not building the city rail link would have 

been a great start.  

Think again, try a little harder, or first restructure the local council to find new employees who can. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:Elect a mayor who can actually deal with a future storm. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?   

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Funding and 
grants for arts centres and partners, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed 

bumps 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

 

5. Local Boards 

Albert-Eden Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community development and support, Environmental restoration, 
volunteers and pest control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 
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Devonport-Takapuna Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community events, Environmental restoration and pest control, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?) Local community events, Environmental restoration and 
pest control, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Franklin Local Board  

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other  

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Parks, reserves and 
community facility maintenance, Local waste minimisation programmes 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Our communities have told us that providing a network of pathways (walkways and cycleways) between and within 
our local villages and town centres will help locals access services and facilities, and live healthy active lifestyles.    

Our budgets cannot deliver a network of this scale without additional funding such as via a targeted rate. To implement a 
new rate, we would have to investigate further and consult with you again in a future Annual Budget process. 

Do you think we should investigate a local targeted rate to fund a network of pathways across the Franklin Local 

Board area? Other 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers 
in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why:Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental education, Local waste management support, Protection 
and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Howick Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, Environmental restoration 
and pest control, Local waste minimisation initiatives 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Kaipātiki Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control, Local waste minimisation 
initiatives, Local business support 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?):Environmental restoration and pest control, Protection 
and restoration of local waterways, Local waste minimisation initiatives 

Māngere-Ōtāhuhu Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Please rank our proposed local board priorities from most to least important to you: 

Rank Proposed Priorities 

1 
Investing in initiatives to reduce the impact of climate change, including tree planting, education 

programmes and environmental volunteers  

2 Continue to provide residents with better quality facilities, parks and open spaces 

3 Promoting activities to showcase our local arts and culture talent into career pathways 

4 
Continue to identify procurement, quality employment and social enterprise opportunities for our 

residents 

5 Improving the well-being of our locals by supporting our local economy to become more efficient, 
resilient, and sustainable through our reduced budget 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 
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How do you think we could support our communities to be better prepared and resilient to extreme weather 
events like the recent Auckland storm? Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Manurewa Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterways, environmental education, 
community climate action and sustainability, Local waste minimisation activities, Local economic initiatives 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Maungakiekie-Tāmaki Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental education activities, Environmental restoration and pest 
control activities, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?) Environmental education activities, Environmental 
restoration and pest control activities, Protection and restoration of local waterways 

Do you think there are other areas where we could make savings to our local budgets? Stop lowering speed limits 
and building speed bumps 

Ōrākei Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control, Protection and restoration of 
local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

In the Mayoral Proposal, agreed by the Governing Body, the proposed reduction in operating costs would require the 

Ōrākei Local Board to find $650,000 in savings in 2023/2024 from a discretionary budget of $1.4 million. In the time 

frame available to us this discretionary budget is the only one we can access to make these savings. We have proposed 

where these savings might come from and how they would effect the activities and services we provide in our supporting 

information (pages 158-161) 

.What do you think of the savings we've proposed across our activities and services? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Ōtara-Papatoetoe Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 
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Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Please rank our proposed local board priorities from most to least important to you 
1 = most important, 5 = least important) 

Rank Proposed Priorities 

1 
Explore initiatives and actions raised through the safety networks to improve safety in our town 

centres and neighbourhoods 

2 
Invest in closing the digital divide by supporting community groups to upskill all residents with 

technology to enable work, schooling, and connection 

3 Fund programmes aimed at upskilling our residents, particularly youth, for emerging sectors 

4 
Continue to improve our sports fields and facilities to encourage active participation and access to 

sports and athletic activities for organised and informal use 

5 Continue to support environmental activities and initiatives, including community-led activities, to 
respond to climate change, reducing waste and protecting our environment 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control programmes e.g. Pest Free 
Urban South, Protection and restoration of local waterways, Local waste minimisation programmes 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Papakura Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration, pest control, community climate action and 
sustainability, Protection and restoration of local waterways, Local waste minimisation initiatives 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Puketāpapa Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control, Water quality of local 
waterways, Community climate action and sustainability 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Rodney Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Investigating plan / policy development to future-proof the development of 
local assets, Environmental volunteers in local parks, Ecological restoration programmes 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 
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Upper Harbour Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental restoration and pest control e.g. ecology initiatives 
assistance programme, Protection and restoration of local waterways e.g. Īnanga spawning sites, Waste minimisation 
and sediment education e.g. construction waste education and leadership 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental activities e.g. pest control and wildlife protection on west 
coast beaches, Parks volunteers and restoration of local waterways, Local parks and facilities maintenance 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Waitematā Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Protection and restoration of local waterway e.g. Te Wai Ōrea lake and 
wetland, Environmental restoration and pest control e.g. Waipapa Stream, Local waste minimisation activities e.g. 
Waitematā waste away 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

Do you think there are other areas where we could make savings to our local budgets? Stop lowering speed limits 
and building speed bumps 

Whau Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local parks, community facilities, and sports and recreation programmes, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways, Local planning and development e.g. for parks, town centre and street 
environment 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Stop lowering speed limits and building speed bumps 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do NOT support any of these proposed 

reductions EXCEPT I do support stopping the provision of early childhood services (especially because it is only in one 

very small pocket of Auckland) 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: I support a rates increase that would stop the need to make the $125M operating cuts. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Provided this is achieved from increased rates and NOT further service cuts 

 

5. Local Boards 

Devonport-Takapuna Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Contestable and non-contestable grants, Library opening hours and 
services, Arts / community programmes and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?) Local community events, Charges relating to 
community leases and licences 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

Hibiscus and Bays Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Funding for arts centres and partners, Community programme delivery, 
Library opening hours and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Kaipātiki Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community programme delivery, Local community grants, Library hours 
and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?):Funding arts and culture groups, Local community 
events, Local waste minimisation initiatives 

Rodney Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Grants for art centres, Library opening hours and services, Community 
centres programmes and subsidies for hall users 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Upper Harbour Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local grants e.g. community grants programme and rate remission 
grants, Community programme delivery, e.g. connected community programmes, Library opening hours and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Community facilities, services and 
activities, Local community grants 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Whau Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community programme delivery, Local arts and culture activities and 
programmes, Library opening hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  
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What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The proposed budget reductions will adversely impact communities and take a lot of richness and resilience from 

Auckland. Council gets a good return on community investment and I would far prefer to have increased rates to offset 

that.  

This proposed budg 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Public transport needs to be better to remove 

the congestion on the roads 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: The increase isn't drastic and keeps debt level from raising to high 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:The money would be wasted and teams and individuals would still be unprepared. 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  
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c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: It is absurd that the citizens of this country 

are expected to provide explanation as to why we do not want the funding to be cut, for ANY of these ‘options’. Simply 

put, we want our communities to thrive and be provided with the resources that we all need to function and grow as a 

society. We the people supply these funds by paying our taxes, the fact that your team is proposing a reduction in funds 

of things like preposterous, you cannot do this, this is taxation without representation and we won’t allow it !!!! DO NOT 

reduce Regional services like community and educational programs, we the people need these and are entitled to them. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: I do not think that your organisation is allocating these funds responsibly and therefore think you should 

stop attempting to mess with them !!!! 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: . 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:People deserve to feel safe 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why: Because this will negatively impact the lives of the working people in this country 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Because I exist in this ****ing community. This is ridiculous 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? All of them. Absolutely absurd. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The people 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Not proceed in the reduction of directly 

providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Funding and grants for arts centres and partners, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Environmental activities e.g. pest 
control and wildlife protection on west coast beaches, Parks volunteers and restoration of local waterways 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Gutting our arts, culture and community 

services would disproportionately affect lower income people and destroy Auckland's sense of identity and pride. 

Increasing debt and investing now in these areas (as well as improving public transport), will pay off in the long run - 

counting pennies in the way this budget states is shortsighted and will make Auckland a worse place to live long term. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Investing now in better public amenities for everyone will serve us and bring in revenue in the long run. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  
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Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please consider the future and lower income people - a lot of these cultural and community services are invaluable to 

these people and Auckland's sense of community as a whole. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: To not proceed with any reductions and 

instead unfreeze the Water Quality and Natural Environment Targeted Rates, increase borrowing, and maintain the 

general rates package. 

Reducing public transport services severely impacts my family and I, who cannot afford a car or daily car use. Public 

transport allows me to get to work, but with reduced services this can take more than two hours and $10 per day. It is 

making it not very cost effective to continue to work or contribute to my community. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Mana whenua are entitled to their land according to Te Tiriti o Waitangi. Auckland Council must honour Te 

Tiriti by retaining shares and returning to Māori. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Unfreezing the Water Quality Targeted Rate and the Natural Environment Targeted Rate will generate 

much needed revenue that can help avoid the proposed cuts. Unfreezing these rates for the coming year is estimated to 

raise over $50 million in annual reven 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:My family faced critical damage to our home and had to evacuate after assessment weeks later. The 

financial effect this has had is massive, we are not longer able to live there and are facing health issues due to stress, 

improper sleeping arrangements (sl 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Cutting services to your Local Board would impact me and my community as we rely on the local board to 
provide funded community initiatives that benefit us who are on lower wages. It is proposed that all environmental 
services provided by local 

boards wil 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you: These are key to keeping a thriving community who are able to engage 
in creative events without a prohibitive cost. So many enjoyable family activities require high prices, but council-funded 
programmes, libraries, and arts centres are crucial for those o 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I strongly oppose cutting of planned increase in bus frequency funded by the 

Climate Action Targeted Rate as more bus services are critical to me and my community. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Auckland Council should be investing now – in tourism, public transport, the arts, and other social services. Investing in 

the city will bring revenue back. These investments can be funded through a mix of borrowing and leveraging of rates set 

out above a 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.



A Better Budget for Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland

The Council – led by Mayor Wayne Brown – has put forward a 2023-2024 draft budget for public consultation. The Council says a 
$295m financial hole needs to be filled. It proposes: general spending cuts, selling the Council’s shares in Auckland International 
Airport, an average 4.66% rates increase, up to $75 million in borrowing.

Why can we do better?

The proposed cuts will have irreversible long-term impacts. 
The axing of operational spending could mean a permanent 
end to the services and institutions that help to make 
Auckland a community.

How did we get here?

The Council proposal says the financial pressures come from an expansion in services and assets that has brought higher 
maintenance costs, worsened by high interest rates and inflation. Cyclone Gabrielle and recent flooding events have added further 
financial strain.

Recent years have seen increased inflation and interest rates. But some of the pressures on Council are temporary and others have
been overstated. A major reason for revenue being lower than it otherwise would be is COVID-19, a pandemic experienced by 
thousands of councils and governments worldwide. Non-rates revenue has remained steady, as the table on the left shows. Revenue 
from Council venues, services, and public transport is likely to grow over time as Auckland recovers from COVID-19.

The cuts could affect – among other things – cultural events, library services (including services that support community safety), 
Māori and Pasifika employment (through reduced support of The Southern Initiative and The Western Initiative), Early Childhood 
Education services, and organisations like the Citizens Advice Bureau that allow people to access their minimum legal rights. Events 
and organisations may disappear due to the cuts.

Selling the airport shares does not add up. The loss of the 18% shareholding in Auckland International Airport would make the city 
permanently poorer and would remove people’s level of control over a strategic asset. The Council proposal does not consider the loss 
of a stake in the airport’s extensive landholding. It will be very difficult to return the land and future value of the shares to the public 
once these shares are sold. This has implications for:

[1] See eg https://www.opespartners.co.nz/mortgage/interest-rates/interest-rate-predictions.

[2] Council Budget consultation document, online at https://www.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/externalcontentdelivery/consultations/budgets/annual-budget-2023-2024/annual-
budget-2023-2024-consultation-document.pdf, at page 47.

[3] ANZ research note, reported in January 2023: https://www.stuff.co.nz/business/131057053/anz-trims-interestrate-forecast-after-inflation-comes-in-unchanged.

 Māori land interests: the Waitangi Tribunal cannot recommend return of private land, so airport land will be permanently 
alienated from Māori

 Future climate and other emergencies: we need coordinated transport hubs, which is harder when airports are privatised.

Interest rates are projected to fall over time,1 and Council acknowledges that 80-100% of 
its borrowing is at fixed rates – which means only a small part of its borrowing is affected
by short-term increases in interest rates.2 The budget was prepared before floods and 
Cyclone Gabrielle; these events will require reconstruction, but central government has 
partnered for that.

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

$2,836

$3,089

$3,291

$3,339

$3,554

Non-Rates Revenue ($m)

Source: Auckland Council Financial statements 
2021/2022, 2020/2021, 2018/2019

“Signs that inflation will ease meaningfully over 2023 are becoming 
increasing clear.”3

Auckland Council is not facing a debt crisis: Auckland’s debt is 
at 250% of its revenue, well below the 290% debt ceiling. Total 
debt as a ratio to revenue has been relatively stable (see graph 
on the right). The cost of servicing interest increased in 2022 
as a proportion of total revenues, but the overall trend is 
declining.

Source: Auckland Council annual reports for 2018/19 and 2020/21

Net debt to total revenue
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Our communities are more important than ever. Cyclone Gabrielle and the recent floods show that community organisations (such as
Visionwest Community Trust, which will be affected by the cuts) are essential as a source of food, shelter, and social support in times 
of emergency. These organisations make a community resilient. Eliminating these organisations makes individuals and communities 
more vulnerable and precarious.
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There are many more options available than what the Budget Proposal suggests. The proposal suggests the public will have to
accept the budget, or face a 13.5% increase in rates, or increased borrowing. But many other combinations of rates, borrowing, 
charges, and central government support are possible, such as:

When considering alternative options, a starting point is that the Council does not
have to run a ‘balanced budget’. The law says councils have a Balanced budget 
requirement but that they only have to ‘balance the books’ if it would not be 
“financially prudent” to do so (for example, if cutting services creates its own financial 
costs), factoring in the need to maintain services set out in a long-term plan. But if 
the Council is intent on ‘balancing the books’, another budget is possible. The 
Council has not made it easy to construct another budget by imposing a very short 
(one month) timeframe on the consultation process, but a budget does not need to be
finalised until June and it is still feasible to develop alternative proposals.

The existing rates proposal will provide necessary revenue. This general rates increase, along with increased borrowing and 
unfreezing targeted rates, can provide $295m in revenue.4 This alternative budget plan will address the shortfall and provide the 
foundation for a budget that is more flexible, fairer, and better for Tāmaki Makaurau Auckland over the long-term. Building on this 
foundation, Auckland Council should be investing now – in tourism, public transport, the arts, and other social services. Investing in 
the city will bring revenue back. That investment can be funded through the same mix of borrowing and rates set out here. This plan 
demonstrates that the budget shortfall can be addressed, if necessary. Cutting and selling are no way to bring Auckland back on its 
feet – and back to its best.

Citizens Advice Bureaus face closure as a result of proposed cuts. Going by 2022 figures, this is estimated to impact 163,000 
people seeking access to assistance concerning their legal rights, including in relation to immigration, MSD, and KiwiSaver.

Unfreeze targeted rates Further increase general rates

Further central government support

Increase parking charges

Increase borrowing

Introduce new targeted rates

How can we do better?

Council is opting to pause two important 
targeted rates and they don’t have do that. The 
Council says its reserves from the Water Quality 
Targeted Rate and the Natural Environment 
Targeted Rate are not spent, and that these rates 
can be suspended for a year. Now is not the time 
to freeze funding for water quality or the natural 
environment.

$50.9m
Annual revenues from 
unfreezing the Water 
Quality Targeted Rate and 
the Natural Environment 
Targeted Rate

Council can borrow more. The Council is proposing to borrow $75 million. Council says that it 
cannot borrow more than $140m without breaching internal policy, but as the Council these 
policies can be adjusted (as the Council has recognised by acknowledging it would need to amend 
its airport shareholding policy to sell off its shares). Combining borrowing with a strong revenue 
plan, ensures Auckland’s strong credit rating is not impacted.

$150.9m
Increasing borrowing 
avoids the need for 
community cuts and sale 
of airport shares

Unfreeze targeted rates 5

Existing Council rates package 6

Extend borrowing

$50.9

$93.2

$150.9

$295.0

Local Government Act 2002

Alternative Budget Revenues

[4] The figures used in the table are rounded to one decimal place. Unrounded calculations add up to $295m.

[5] To reach this figure, we take the 2018-2028 10-year Budget’s projections for the Water Quality Targeted Rate ($452 million over 10 years) and Natural Environment Targeted Rate
($311 million over 10 years), take an annual figure for each targeted rate from this ten year projection (452/10=45.2 for the WQTR and 311/10=31.1 for the NETR), and then calculate 
what an annual two-thirds reduction would be in light of what is said in the Budget consultation document at page 52, rounding to one decimal place (76.3*(2/3)=50.87).

[6] We adopt the Council’s own assumption that “a 1 per cent change in general rates is equivalent to around $20 million of revenue for the council” (20*4.66=93.2): https://
akhaveyoursay.aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/budget-reductions-operational-spending

We have assumed that the proposed Council rates package can be directed to addressing the Budget shortfall. Nowhere in the Budget consultation document does it say that any 
of the rates package has already been accounted for. If some of the rates package has already been ‘banked’ (for example, 3.5% under the LTP) then some further revenues may 
have to be secured from additional increases in general rates, additional borrowing, or any other options listed on the previous page.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:Spend what it takes to get the job done. Don't make half-baked fixes 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   
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Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Make better use of the golf greens. They are a waste of space and money. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Whether you're running a household, a 

business or a city, you need to learn how to live by means. So, if you borrow money to pay higher salaries to top 

management, board members or to throw a party, i. e. a cultural event, an exhibition or a concert, then you're doing 

something wrong. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Shares in AIAL is an asset. Not just an asset, but strategic asset.  AIAL generates revenue, dividends, job 

and business opportunities and someone wants to sell its shares? Decrease your spending first, selling shares in 

strategic assets like this one is 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Auckland Council must increase rates for big businesses, concentrate on essential services, i. e. 

infrastructure - roads, pipes and buildings, stop hiring new staff, and make redundant 10% of its highest earning 

employees, whether it's board members, top 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Climate change is a reality. Unexpected extreme weather events will be a new norm. However, now it's not 

the right time to further increase spending. Other costs must be decreased first. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: A time to scatter stones and a time to gather them. In these difficult times Council's and Local Boards' 
priorities can't be grants, events, ANZAC services, ceremonies and RSA. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Environment is the priority. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Entry level tickets for community swimming pools should be increased. Local 

Boards / Council can't keep funding them. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Some of the Council's spendings look like a feast in time of plague. Auckland Council need to involve wealthy New 

Zealanders, community leaders and big companies to fund the grants, ceremonies, cultural events etc, but it can't keep 

borrowing more and kee 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Education, Arts and Culture are already 

underfunded. Lower income earners will be more greatly disadvantaged than higher income earners. All the 'cuts' seem 

to be tailored this way. I also object to the way the questions can only be answered with weighted answers. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: Don't sell the family silver just to make the books look good. Short term gain long term loss makes no 

financial sense 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Yet again business is being prioritized over families. We need to start making steps towards mitigating our 

impact on the environment now, rather than a year down the track. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:It is not just storms that we need to prepare for, we need to look at all effects of climate change. We need to 

front foot our responses. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: The West has long been an after thought in planning and funding, as is clearly evident in AT's Jerry rigged 
public transport hub by the Western motorway. We need to fund and provide more equitably. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: There was nothing about cultural events and initiatives. For over 40 
years local Māori have been trying to get a Marae set up. Will there still be support for this and other things that improve 
the cultural life on our area? 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Make fewer  roading changes ( kill the cones)  

Opt out of 3 waters: Auckland will be paying for the rest of the countries infrastructure. Auckland is 33% of population 

providing 37.5% of NZ GDP the Labour govt sees Auckland as a cash cow. 

And we were told that our water rates would go down when 

 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: Auckland airport is  not a core business of the council and they should not be involved in this or the port. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why: Your questions are loaded 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why:It seems flood prevention work proposed has NOT been carried out 

E.g. cleaning out debris from streams and drains. Have a public awareness program to keep drains and streams cleared 

its easy. Branches and overhangs in streams cause backlog/dams 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Support community centers as a priority as they can be a social meeting place and an emergency facility 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Jargon what is "Climate action targeted rate" You want to buy electric busses? 

Say what you mean, any way hydrogen would be better. 

NB the NZ infrastructure cannot support an all EV fleet. NZ needs 2 x the electrical capacity to meet that requirement (cal 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Reduce Tūpuna Maunga Authority budget by the same amount as everything else.  

eg Mt Hobson 

Can the following 

$400,000 for upgrade of residential facility (11 Mt Hobson Lane) 

$270,000 to investigate development of main arrival area, car parking and toilets 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 
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interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why: I strongly advocate against the sale of any Auckland Airport shares. They must be retained for the ongoing 

future benefit and say of future generations. In fact share holding should be increased to the stage that the Council has a 

voice on the Board! 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: I do not like the managed response situation we are required to select from. I accept a higher rate increase 

than 4.66% and also a higher debt level than the $75 million 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:We need to stop repeating any climate related disasters and also help payout those unsuspecting people 

currently in now known flood plans. operationally the city needs to amend its planning and disaster response. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Reduction of $16m in Local Board payouts is negilable compared with the overall total. We need to retain 
the social cohesiveness that Local Board funding contributes to! 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Community-led environmental and water 
quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Open space low / no mow areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: We are a family of five with 3 young children 

residing in Henderson. Our life is enriched by easy and affordable access to many community services including but not 

limited to the library, citizen advice bureau, local swimming pools, the zoo, arataki visitors centre and early childhood 

education. We love our local community garden  and our local primary school is an enviro school. Cutting funding would 

absolutely see these amazing places suffer or end. And as a result our ability to enjoy and thrive within our neighborhood 

would be greatly diminished.  I can't even imagine how it would impact those with a smaller income/lesser privileged 

family than ours. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares while the market is down is not the best time.  Keeping shares in the Auckland airport makes 

sense for the Auckland population. 

I do not believe selling the shares is in the best long term interests of the Auckland council or it's residents 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: In the face of increasing effects of climate change it is absolutely appalling to suggest reducing netr and 

wqtr. I am the parent of small children and acutely aware of the need for action by all to slow the speed at which we are 

contributing climate chan 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:We live in west Auckland and see the immediate need for the council to respond to and plan for weather 

events that will become more frequent as climate change escalates. 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: As a pakeha family we absolutely support uplifting, supporting and celebrating local iwi voices and other 
minorites.  

We see our local libraries and community groups going above and beyond to raise these voices up and honour diversity 
and inclusion. We wo 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Honouring and restoring our local environment and waterways is so 
important to our family. We absolutely believe that is our responsibility as a pakeha family to urge council to honour their 
responsibility to Te Tiriti ō Waitangi and honour the land on wh 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Community and environment are at the foremost of our minds when we are giving feedback. Our three young children 

deserve to live in a city that honours and uplifts minority communities, recognises it's responsibility to honour Te Tiriti ō 

Waitangi and doe 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: CAB and libraries  are Auckland icons. No 

reduction in their services pls. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: No sale of Auckland airport shares for the security reasons and for Auckland.  Global crisis will jeopardise 

the airport. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: Due to global crisis,  interest rates are going up. With borrowing more money we put burden on next 

generation shoulders. We have to accept responsibility by paying our own share. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:With the Reality of climate  change Auckland council along with govt  should have a long term plan with a 

proper budget to prevent the disaster which happened. So more money is needed. Long term planning is needed. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: Local board can manage the budget cut and still meet their priorities accordingly. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: These services especially libraries are vital for community well-being 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

A huge effort has been behind preparing this budget. Thanks Auckland Council. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Auckland is the leader of the Arts in NZ.  The 

Auckland Philharmonia Orchestra gets very little Government funding compared with the NZ Symphony Orchestra.  The 

festivals, live concerts, cultural events make Auckland the vibrant city it is.  We have missed all this with the covid 

restrictions and lockdowns.  The hospitality industry needs our support.  We have stayed home long enough 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling the family silver is short sighted and stupid.  Most of the budget deficit is the result of the covid 

lockdowns 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Living in a city with amenities available for those who can't pay is a requirement for the life of the city.  

Rates payments are spread out so can be managed.  I am a pensioner with my own home and I will just make it work 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Global warming is here.  There will be more storms, floods, probably droughts as well.  We need to plan for 

these and be ready 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Community activities support the citizens who live in this area.  The gardens teaching people to grow food, 
libraries providing amazing programmes, not just books.  I don't know much about Maori or Pasifika programmes but am 
supportive anyway. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I use the library all the time for the book club, the exercise group.  
Volunteers have been leading the way in ecology for years.  They are the life blood of this area. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? West Auckland PAY for rubbish collection.  Maybe all regions should pay.  I 

expect those not paying put out their bins much more often. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Manage poor stewardship necessitating 

spending by doing things differently, plus use a combination of some reductions and a small rates increase that people 

already on the poverty line can afford. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Auckland City should be a stake holder in Auckland Airport if we want ensure it brings tourism dollars in the 

city, and works as an effective transport hub in conjunction  Auckland City resources, but do we need to own so much of 

it if we aren't getting a 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why: I'm undecided because I don't know how much changing business rates will affect the current cost of living 

increases, nor the effect of making the changes to NETR or the WQTR but I think making greater use of debt only delays 

the issue. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:There  is no mention here re how the proliferation of building and infrastructure changes are overloading 

drainage capacity as well as all other services including roading or how the runoff can be accommodated. Start looking at 

the effect these developmen 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: All ethnicities and cultures should be supported to be active and positive members of the community 
without fear or favour. To fail to do this leads to disenfranchised members who fail to thrive and create disharmony. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Using common sense rather than processes to determine what needs to be done where and therefore spending.  Don't 

fix something because its on the schedule, needed or not, and leave things that need doing to stop further damage till its 

on the schedule. Ma 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: These are the things that make Auckland a 

livable city for the people that are here. I enjoy living in Auckland and want other people to feel the same way. Even if I 

don't use all of these facilities I know they have a positive impact on others lives and I am happy to support that. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: The airport is a major infrastructure asset. Infrastructure assets should be owned by the community that 

they serve. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: In a time of higher inflation it makes sense that rates will go up by CPI as all of the council's costs will be 

going up as well. 

Please set a higher rates increase. 

It makes sense to use debt to partially fund capital expenditure.  The new asset is pai 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:How else are we going to be prepared and resilient? 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I do not believe that cutting funding to the local boards is a good idea. I think they should be allowed to 
continue to develop their local spaces with what they had. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Cutting services and selling assets is a shortsighted way of balancing a budget.  Auckland is great, but it needs 

investment to keep getting better. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Library hours 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Cost of living has gone up, so should the rate. 

What is proposed is the dumbest and short-sighted budget. Council here to serve, not as a financial entity per se. You 

can always borrow. When services are cut, the community suffers - especially for people on the lower economic strata. 

So I totally disagree with the approach proposed by the council. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: If anything, we should increase the share to have the full control. Knowing tourism will bounce back in due 

course. Selling the holding in the airport is again short-sighted. Perhaps this is the time horizon for the current Mayor. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: Why don't we have progressive rates system - higher value properties have higher rates, while lower value 

properties have lower rates (but in line of inflation).  

I can't get the logic of being the only Council with rate rise not in line with inflation. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:$20 million is nothing in the scheme of things. The storm water infra-structure is at breaking point as 

evidence in the two weather events - an evidence of lack of investment in the past. If you are serious about fixing the 

problem, you should assign perh 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, 
and volunteer activities , Open space low / no mow areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you: To be honest, you should not reduce any of the above. You can provide 
these services by increase the rates in line with inflation and stop this non-sense about "balancing the budget". 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please be sensible. You are here to serve as a Mayor and Councillors. There are many option increase revenue 

(increase the rate to be in line with the inflation rates). Yes, it is not a popular one, but not doing that is to set yourselves 

up for financial 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Devonport-Takapuna Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Contestable and non-contestable grants, Local community events, Arts / 
community programmes and services 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services would you be prepared to have 
funding reduced for? (i.e. which are least important to you?)  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I prefer not reducing any services.  Instead, 

unfreeze the Water Quality and Natural Environment Targeted Rates, and increase the general rates package.  I support 

limited increases in debt.  

The proposed cuts brutalise services that support and bind together our community, including some of the most 

vulnerable. I'm finding it difficult to pick out one service that matters most to me;  I can see them all providing significant 

benefit to my fellow Aucklanders, and once cut, those services are unlikely to come back.   

On top of this, much of the savings will be in salaries - so Auckland would end up with a whole lot more people without 

jobs. That seems like a dumb way to respond to this crisis, while not increasing rates even in line with inflation.   

My view is that most Aucklanders can afford rates increases. Some may need to reduce discretionary spending, but that 

spending is of less value than services like homelessness funding, and economic development.  

I work in an office that is run by Tātaki Auckland Unlimited. As a business we learn a lot from the other, like-minded 

businesses, including B-Corps and social enterprises who share the space. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares for a one off return seems unhelpful, and foresakes future return from the shares. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Rate changes could generate revenue that can help avoid the proposed cuts.  I support unfreezing the 

Water Quality Targeted Rate and the Natural Environment Targeted Rate.  I also support increasing general rates more 

than is currently proposed so that ho 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I support improvements to our infrastructure to improve resilience in the case of future storms. 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I strongly disagree with cutting funding for Local Boards.  All of these services seem vital for ensuring we 
are resilient in the face of extreme weather and economic shocks, and I see the Local Board as well placed to choose 
recipients of grants. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Community-led environmental and water 
quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in 
parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: This is a difficult question. I see all these services as important.  
Waterway restoration and protection is vital, as enabling those with energy and time for  these activities to be supported. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Regarding the food scraps targeted rate, I oppose the trucking of foodwaste 

from Auckland to Reparoa.  This brittle, industrial process could and should be replaced with local composting of 

foodwaste, employing people and open spaces in Auckland and creat 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I strongly oppose the cutting of council services (and jobs).  Council people need to be supported to step up and support 

Aucklanders during tough times (and good times!) and the continuity of those staff and programmes is precious. 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reducing regional services &amp; reducing 

local board funded activities across all boards will heavily impact on many Pasifika programs Like Polyfest, Pasifika and 

other local Pasifika programs &amp; the Pasifika communities. We are largest Pacific community in NZ and the globe. It 

is soemthing we need to continue to celebrate and acknowledge. If we reduced in these areas we would lose a huge part 

of our community and legacies. It would negatively impact on the survival of Pasifika cultures within Auckland and 

Aotearoa. We need to continue to grow support funding in these areas not reduce. Fa'afetai lava. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  
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c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I am the step mum of a 10 year old child. He 

attends the local Te Atatu peninsula community centre for after school programmes. There are multiple programmes 

available and he attends art therapy and a mine craft kids programme. The services are either free or gold coin donation. 

In addition, my partner and I often do badminton on Monday evenings and the occasional yoga class. These services 

help to teach kids and adults vital coping skills, create bonding and a sense of community and keep kids off the streets. 

In minecraft class the kids learn about internet safety and safe play with other kids. Cutting these services is a huge loss 

to the community and will greatly impact our wellbeing. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Increasing rates makes the cost of living even less affordable than it already is. As a young couple we are 

struggling to pay our mortgage and $1200 of our $1700 mortgage per fortnight goes to interest. Increasing rates makes 

things even harder for us 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Stop cutting down the things that make Auckland Auckland. We are losing a sense of community and wellbeing from 

these cuts. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Childcare and public transport, will cause side 

affects that will increase costs in other areas. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: It simply makes sense 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: There needs to be a balance between both of 

these options - reduction of costs and increaing rates/debt. Reducing funding for the community means people will miss 

out and it'll be the people that need it the most - what are people who rely on this funding going to do? We need to help 

those who are in need. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: When the airport shares ultimately increase over time, due to the airport expanding it's infrastructure and 

revenue streams, the council will miss out on the potential increase in share price plus dividend payments. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Higher rates during a time of inflation and higher cost of living will mean more people struggling. Also, 

businesses should be paying more - would that not help gain more revenue? 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:The storms and impact of global warming aren't going anywhere - we need to be prepared and have 

adequate infrastructure to help us future proof Auckland. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: We agree with approximately half of the priorities such as the opening ceremonies, reduction of library 
hours and the mowing of open spaces. Removing funding for the environment is a horrible idea; having just completed a 
volunteer day in Te Atatu with th 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Community-led environmental and water 
quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in 
parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: As above 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? For the waste management proposal, you are suggesting an increase for the 

base rate plus introducing new bins which cost money. It doesn't seem necessary to spend money on bins, we should be 

looking to encourage the reduction of waste. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Don't reduce public transport or regional 

services 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Auckland airport shares will go back up now the pandemic is over 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
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(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Don't reduce library funding and don't shut down the citizens advice bureau 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: It makes no sense to raise this less than inflation. Ultimately rates are there to run the city. Without 

increasing rates we won’t be able to fix current infrastructure and invest in essential new infrastructure (eg trains, second 

harbour crossing, cycle 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:I don’t see why this should need to be an annual thing. These storms are not commonplace. Money would 

be better spent in green initiatives. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Local community and civic events, 
including ANZAC events 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Rates increases should be proportionate to socioeconomic grouping. Those 

who have more expensive properties should be paying more (as per a logarithmic curve). 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Aucksit was also a mistake. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I believe that Auckland Council has 

experienced a long period of underfunding to it's programmes and services. and that an increase in rates and or debt is 

the only sustainable option available to the council. Environmental initiates are in critical need of increased momentum 

and important social services including cultural events and the like cannot be reduced during a cost of living crisis. in 

addition to this the resilience of infrastructure appears to require more investment as it comes under the additional strain 

put on it by climate change.  It is our responsibility as privilege ratepayers of Auckland to support our city's growth and 

support our most venerable. An $8 a week rates increase is the same price I paid for a small iceberg lettuce a few weeks 

ago. I would happily sacrifice that lettuce to maintain or better yet grow the livability of our city. Finally, I believe that one 

of the  important strategy we can continue to prevent crime is to offer  support to those in need and free services and 

events for those that cannot afford to participate in paid events organized by the private sector. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: The general approach to investment is to buy low and sell high. selling Auckland Airport shares now would 

be the opposite of this. The only real effect would be to allow cashed up private interests to purchase Auckland Airport 

Shares at a significant disc 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Water quality and environmental programs are critical to build resilience and help to reduce CO2 emissions 

in the city. we should be doing EVERYTHING possible to help combat climate change.  This should be paid for  by rates 

increase as we - the current c 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:This is only the beginning of the climate crisis. We need to build back better. 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: All initiatives outlined as priority are important to the social cohesion of the community. I strongly believe 
that this is one of the pillars of building a safe and resilient community which should be one of the council's highest 
priorities. 

Specificall 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: All teh options are important with the exception of lawn mowing. I don't 
mind the no mow areas. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Those wanting swimming pools should  pay 100% of the compliance cost 

without question 

People should pay for the waste they generate 

Busses should be funded as a climate action strategy. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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I am a strong supporter of of the Whau pathway project. I believe that this project will provide multiple benefits of  joining 

disconnected neighborhoods along the Whau. Removing cyclists for Teatatu road which will benefit motorists and 

cyclists alike. e 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: We need community places to gather and 

affordable activities for our children.  Some of these services were integral to community response to the Auckland 

flooding events and Cyclone Gabrielle. Our community hubs were the majority of volunteers running civil defence 

centres.  

I'm particularly concerned about budget cuts to the CAB.  Cost savings would be minimal with huge consequences for 

our vulnerable communities.  

West Wave is in desperate need of upgrades and continued maintenance.  It has high traffic with queues that are often 

out the door with families waiting to use the facilities.  

My street has 30 stickered homes from flooding.  This isn't the time to cut stream restoration and climate change 

initiatives.   

We need more bus services not less. Especially given the construction works scheduled for the western train line. I need 

to be able to reliably get to work in the cbd and pick up my son from kindergarten in Henderson via public transport.  

We're a one car family.  

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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My partner rides his bike to work in Newmarket.  Cycleways need to be maintained for his safety. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling off shares is short sighted.  Once assets are sold they're very difficult to get back. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Auckland infrastructure has been grossly underfunded and poorly maintained for a decade.  Action needs 

to be taken now for a well functioning city.  We need climate change initiatives. We need to cut down on traffic.  We need 

arts. We need better storm wa 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I have no desire to see my street destroyed again.  I don't want to see pregnant women living in neighbour's 

lounges or in shelters because their home has been flooded.  They deserve to be safe and dry in their own homes. I 

want my family to be safe from 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I do not support the stopping or reduction of funding to water quality 
initiatives.  Rivercare such as native planting provides flood protection.  

My son and I attend programmes and activations in community facilities such as Pride. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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I'm concerned about budget cuts in conjunction with increased density proposed in the Unitary Plan.  My street saw 

increased flooding due to more impervious surfaces from high density housing.  We suffered from a year of construction 

noise and shaking int 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   
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Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Complete the Te Whau Pathway. It is a vital piece of infrastructure for our area. It will allow us to enjoy our natural 

habitat, connect with each other and commute more easily via biking. We need nice things in West Auckland. We are so 

often overlooked b 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Public transport needs investment 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why: The airport will be part of Auckland indefinitely. Selling a stake for a quick budget change misses out on 

future dividends and options. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: (1) Maintaining the currently reduced number 

of public transport services - the traffic in Auckland is already awful post-Covid with people driving on a daily basis alone 

in their cars and therefore the amount of pollution emission caused by that which has a direct impact in the global 

warming. Investment in this area is much needed and urgent. 

(2) Early childhood needs to be provided. There are lots of people who cannot afford it and with the amount of tax we pay 

it needs to continue to be provided. 

(3) Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, arts and culture programmes, regional 

events, economic development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres - the amount of homeless people post-Covid has increased so much and 

cannot be ignored. These people need help and it’s the government’s responsibility. Same with youth centres, economic 

development, etc.  

Whats being proposed is a nonsense. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:This are the effects of global warming! There need to be prevention actions along with that so we can avoid 

a collapse! 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 
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interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: '- Auckland Zoo, Education services &amp; 

CAB should not be reduced.  Important for young people, families &amp; migrants. 

- Funding for Regional Arts &amp; Culture and Regional events reduced for 1 yr only. Important for social cohesion. 

- Small increase in prices for venues etc ok. 

Delay Central City improvements/ changes and further developments in Wynyard Quarter for 1 yr, or in keeping with the 

CRL delays.  

Changes/ 'improvements' in Henderson seem to be going nowhere/ of no benefit. 

Re the under-performing Ports of Auckland. As well as simplifying management structure and sharing resources across 

the AC group, would a partial sale of shares/ limited privatisation create more capital and inject even better management 

and performance. Why does Port of Tauranga perform much better? 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: 3 yrs of Covid have significantly impacted AIAL's performance.  Proposed redevelopment of the airport 

terminal/s should positively impact on profitability and shareholders dividends.  

While no strategy is written and there may be limited power in the 18. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: Reductions in the NETR and WQTR must be guaranteed for 1 yr only. All planned work should continue 

using the savings accrued. 

Good to keep rates as low as possible in the current economic climate and following the recent floods etc.  

Good to pause chang 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 
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Tell us why:The storm response will require huge investments for repairs and replacements, and planning for and 

mitigation of future events. It seems currently impossible to put any figures or time-frames on this. 

Changing plans for maintenance of existing assets an 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Maintain activities to support social cohesion and intercultural understanding and inclusion. Any reductions 
should be for 1 yr only. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Pest weeds are out of control in the HMLB area.  A year of inactivity in 
the environmental space will lead to less community ownership, as well as setbacks in progress - such as it is.  

Libraries, community facilities and hubs are often used by some of t 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 
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Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I am a supporter of the Tūpuna Maunga arrangements. In view of the need for some adjustments and austerity, is the 

Tūpuna Maunga Authority able to make any savings on it's 2023/2024 operational budget? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services, 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities, nor 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run.  

Our local waterway care and conservation group in Te Atatu will no doubt lose its meagre funding if these cuts go 

through. We've already had a positive, visible impact on the native bird population in our riparian area, and that will go 

backwards. 

Public transport in Auckland is a joke at the moment, we cannot possibly keep going like this. Getting out of Te Atatu 

Peninsula is  becoming almost impossible at certain times of day. We have to put more money and effort and manpower 

into our public transport. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Raise rates to whatever level you need to, to maintain cultural and community services, and a level of 

public transport that supports Aucklanders without cars. 
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4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Do whatever you need to, and make sure you require a balance of greenspace/sponge city elements with 

new development. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We need to invest in our communities if they're going to grow. We're still recovering from COVID, floods 
and cyclones. Losing these initiatives will further compound the hurt our communities are feeling. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Community-
led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Open space low / no mow areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   
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What do you think of these proposals? User pays systems hurt the most vulnerable people in our society. Waste 

management and other fundamentals shouldn't be costs for households. Swimming pools are not a necessity, and tend 

to be owned by the affluent. Make them pay their fair share, they're 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Auckland needs to be a good place for _everyone_ to live, not just people who can afford expensive dinners and boat 

trips. My school class has to drive from Te Atatu to Albany to swim, because our local area (West Auckland) only has 

one public pool and it 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not agree with any of the proposed 

reductions. I believe there should be at least a 13.13% rates increase. As a homeowner I would be happy to pay this to 

retain the services and shareholdings currently managed by Auckland Council.   

I do not agree with the framing that Auckland Council is dealing with a surprise $295 million fiscal black hole. We have 

several hundred million dollars of borrowing that could be used, and still keep our AA credit rating. Debt is there as a 

back up for the tough times - and these are the tough times. Flooding, a pandemic, climate change.  

We need to leverage our debt to support the growth of Auckland. To make it a place where people want to visit, to live.  

That has a thriving arts and culture scene, that supports all of its in habitants when they need it (re: homelessness, CAB). 

Austerity measures are not the way. We need to protected the things that bring people together and make Auckland 

flourish.  

The proposed cuts are damaging. I do support any of the proposed funding cuts.  

1. They are damaging to the arts the culture community which runs off the smell of an oily rag as it is.  When arts and 

culture thrives, we all thrive. It is the reason my partner and I live in Auckland, because so many amazing productions, 

exhibitions, performances, and festivals are here. As a former hospitality owner, my business benefitted from people 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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coming to Auckland for these events.  We attend the movies in parks, cultural festivals (Pacifica, Te Matatini, Chinese 

latern festivals, Fafswag and the voguing community, Big Gay Out). We go to plays and productions. They make being in 

Auckland fun and entertaining and it wouldn't be the same without them.  

2. Cutting funding to the zoo, art gallery and Auckland’s other venues makes them more inaccessible for the lower socio 

economic groups in Auckland. At time when the cost of living is so high, it is unfair to burden the individual with these 

costs. Increase the rates and make sure access is possible for everyone.  

3. Do not cut the Citizen’s Advice Bureau funding. They are a lifeline for people who need help accessing they legal 

rights.  

The proposed operating spending cuts will end up damaging the vitality of Auckland and its people. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: I do not support the sale of Auckland Airport shares. I do support rates increases along with an increase in 

debt.  

To sell off these shares would be a one off gain. We lose future equity and leveraging ability.  It's also a terrible time to 

sell when th 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: do not support reducing WQTR or NETR. I do support setting a higher general rates increase (13% or 

higher) and making greater use of debt.  

Now is absolutely not the time to be reducing NETR.  Now is the time to be investing in protecting our unique bio 
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4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I support increasing the operating budget.  It is vital that we invest on our stormwater infrastructure, 

especially given the recent extreme weather events. Our close friend came and stayed with us for three nights during the 

recent flooding because her s 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We love living in West Auckland for its diversity and it's proximity to such amazing natural reserves. I 
support all of the local board priorities.  We use our bike hub in Henderson to sources parts or ask for advice. We 
attended the market on the weekend 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, 
and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I use the library on a regular basis to a place to go when I need peace 
and quiet from home life. I pick up books from there regularly and I work from there.  

We go for bush walks and we cycle along the twin streams cycle paths regularly. We want to see 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
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established.   

What do you think of these proposals? The climate action targeted rate should be used for its intended purpose.  I 

support its use for investment in more electric buses, walkways and cycle paths. Do not cancel the planned increase in 

bus frequency. It's already so hard to get a bus into town 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

In short, I support a rates increase to the current issues proposed by Auckland Council. I implore council to use their 

good credit rating and more debt at a time when it is most needed. The council has the borrowing capacity to do so.  To 

not is to put t 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Citizens Advice Bureau funding should stay. 

Cutting public transit services is a recipe for more traffic which is worse. Council should look at finding more revenue 

from parking, golf courses etc if pricing at things like the zoo or council owned event spaces are going up. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares to pay of infrastructure is fine or selling shares to central govt is fine but selling shares for 

operating costs is pretty short sighted. I'm not opposed to selling some but there should be a good reason like to fund 

infrastructure project 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Higher debt and rates are fine, pref the higher rates since interest rates are higher atm. In general 

compared to other cities around the world our debt ratio is quite low and should be increased especially to fund 

infrastructure 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:These events are not going to suddenly stop, best way to mitigate costs in the long run is to be better 

prepared. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 
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Tell us why: Hederson-Massey has growing population and is where a lot of the cities new homes are being built, there 
should not be any reductions. A freeze is fine but shouldn't Henderson-Massey but with more revenue coming from this 
area in the long run the board sh 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Library hours are probably the most important since they are such an 
important resource for people. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? I dont support an cuts in bus services, its just more traffic in the long run. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

We need to keep CAB funding. How are we supposed to be competitive with places like Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane 

etc if we don't prioritize infrastructure. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with reductions on Tataki 

Auckland Unlimited funding, Regional Services, local Board funded activities, regional contestable Grant's, and no longer 

funding Early childhood centers. Each of these above mentioned are integral for maintaining our sense of community and 

connection to people and place. These provisions by council are essential to providing the fabric that strengthens the 

Auckland experience for families, young people and children. Whether it is spaces like parks, stadiums, youth centres, 

galleries, or events. The places we meet are as important as the people who hold those spaces for community to 

congregate. These are the places where we relate to each other and build relationships that encourage social cohesion. 

To classify any of these as a nice to have, whether on a local board or regional scale, disregards the intangible value of 

human connection in a healthy and livable city. At a time when general mood is at a low post pandemic, and floods, and 

coupled with continued rises in living costs, and inflation our communities need stability both socially and financially to 

maintain a positive outlook at what is the most challenging time of our young super city. Defunding or reducing any 

funding of any centers or initiatives have economic repercussions beyond those who lose jobs. The local business that 

rely on the patronage of staff and consumers connected to those places also feel the brunt of any loss. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Reducing debt is a given. What I would like to know is what plans there are to offset any sale of any assets 

with new investment. I do not support any sale of airport assets when the communicated benefit is simply based only 

reducing the cost of interest 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: The best of some tough options. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: These priorities and the agencies, and community groups that drive them are what make our part of West 
Auckland a thriving and connected community. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you: This is a terrible question as all of these  are equally important. My 
choice of three dies not minimize the importance of the other options as they are equally important areas of participation 
and interest for me. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Funding and grants 
for arts centres and partners, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: review the return on investment of all 

operational spending as an investment into a few is healthy for the community eg Auckland Zoo and Auckland Art Gallary 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why: This is a ping pong reaction, review the history, we buy we sell, what is the best long term investment - sell 

or not, again based on return on investment for Auckland 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: small increases accommodate for improvements in Auckland, if that happens and we see efficiencies we 

are better off 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:get on with it, be ruthless no and invest for the future using examples from overseas not our local 

knowledge as that obviously doesn't work! 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: stop flying a kite days and get on with recreational spaces that will last forever and at market costs not 
council costs - too much money wasted on unproductive employees, poor design and lack of expertise in this field. 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Interesting you would even put in ANZAC event as an example, really 
shows the integrity of this council doesn't it - thought of using an example of Fly A Kit Day instead. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

better manage costs by efficiencies and stop wastage of Council money on projects and roading that are not necessary 

eg redoing a footpath that no one uses, rip it up or leave it as it is! 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not cut education!  

We need more public transportation.  

Please include an inner city charge to all cars except tradies, Frontline emergency etc like London did YEARS AGO.  

We need more busses! We are sick of traffic! 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Because in the future the airport will actually make the council money. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: We must invest not cut. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Climate change is here, we must invest 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Keep libraries 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: More green spaces, education 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Please Please introduce an inner city car toll, as London did. 

I have SO MANY friends who drive, drive kids across the city, who could otherwise get on a BUS or train!  

Ban cars (except essential services) and increase/fund public transportation. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  
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c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Please don't reduce cultural and regional 

services.  

Please don't reduce local board funding.  

Please take into account the increase in congestion. Rush hour traffic is as bad as ever. It is short sited seeing as the 

CRL will be less used as passengers lose faith in AT. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Auckland Airport has so much land and ability to generate revenue. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Money is just paper printed in Wellington. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Resilient cities are important. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: Local boards should be more accessible to the public. I only see there faces on election placards. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
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activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Our green spaces are important for our health. As are community 
events. Keep local board funding. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Food scrap is a good initiative. The next issue is soft plastic. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I want futsal courts for the community distributed throughout Auckland. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Social services, look to England for what 

happens when you do this.. cut the massive amount AT and other government agencies spend on ad campaigns that are 

never released, ramp up public transport spending and increase rates if necessary 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Capital gains tax in Auckland would easily fund this proposal. Empty homes tax also to bring more homes 

on the rental market and stop the hoarding of housing by a wealthy few. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow 
areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: We need to focus on our climate resilience and support biodiversity 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Climate resilience, future focus 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  
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Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Funding and grants 
for arts centres and partners, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Environmental activities e.g. pest 
control and wildlife protection on west coast beaches, Climate action and sustainability initiatives 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: To not proceed with any reductions and 

instead unfreeze the Water Quality and Natural Environment Targeted Rates, increase borrowing, and maintain the 

general rates package. Local Board funding is essential for Auckland's environmental and community wellbeing. This is 

particularly vital for small restoration groups such as Friends of Sunhill Scenic Reserve to continue to receive funding 

from the NETR and local board funding sources. 

 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling what is left of the Auckland Council’s airport shares will have irreversible consequences. While 

selling the shares now brings in a chunk of revenue, all future revenue from dividends is lost along with a share in the 

extensive land airport holdin 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Rates are relatively low in Auckland, and other cities are facing higher rates jumps: Wellington is facing a 

rates rise of almost 13%. This can justify a slightly greater contribution from home-owners to maintain community 

services and public assets. Do n 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:The flooding damage to my community has been substantial. There needs to be work on both physical 

infrastructure, but also community wellbeing upgrades. People will continue to need a place to come to to ask for help, so 

it is Auckland Council's responsib 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: I do not support the reduction in grants - this is an essential service of the local board and council. I do not 
support the reduction in events and community programmes - this is an essential service to help the community be 
bought together and make our 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Community-led environmental and water 
quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in 
parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: We need more funding for these types of groups as we more forward to 
a climate resilient future. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? I do not support the food scraps initiative - more should be done to support the 

Compost Collective and subsidized compost bins. Cutting of planned increase in bus frequency funded by the Climate 

Action Targeted Rate is very short sighted as we move towar 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I support all that the Tupuna Maunga Authority plan to do - particularly around restoration of the maunga. Auckland 

Council should be investing now – in tourism, public transport, the arts, and other social services. Investing in the city will 

bring reven 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities, and 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for artists and performers, restaurants, hotels 

and retail sectors to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools 

and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run.  

Over the weekend I delivered a hands on sculpture making workshop. At the end of the session, an adult woman came 

up to me in tears - saying that she has been struggling with the death of a close friend. She said for two hours during the 

workshop, just immersing herself in play and enquiry, and having my attention as a tutor - gave her a brief and 

meaningful escape from the daily grind. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling shares in the airport is shortsighted. You might get a cash boost at the moment of selling, but this is 

it. I strongly disagree with selling off any state-owned or rate-payer owned assets.  

Entry ports to our city, both air and sea, are vital inf 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  
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Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Money for maintenance should already be part of the rates bill. The council needs to  

look into spending on private contractors.  

Are property developers paying their way?  Are what they pay in fees supporting council infrastructure costs? 

New housing de 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I support restarting the Te Whau Pathway project. Please complete this walkway - as it provides a vital link 
for non-car commuters around West Auckland 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Library hours, Funding and grants for 
arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you: This is an impossible request. It seems you are making us prioritise 
between culture or nature. Both are inextricably linked and provide reprieve to all Aucklanders. 

 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  
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What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I generally support the Tupuna Maunga Authority. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Community-led environmental and water 
quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in 
parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: In order to maintain a city that is not purely a 

mechanical entity, funding for the arts, education, cultural activities, etc. is vital. The mental and emotional health of the 

citizens should be as much of concern as the physical health of the infrastructure. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   
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Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not wish the Council to reduce 

Community and Education programmes including Early Childhood education.  The community is the backbone of our 

city, further reducing vital services to arts and education will only see a city increasing in chaos.  Auckland youth need 

more help than ever before, in education, arts and cultural awareness.  Please stop funding organizations who confuse 

our tamariki with their nonsense and lies!  Use our rates to make Auckland a safe and beautiful city for its citizens and 

visitors.  Stop creating traffic havoc on our roads by decreasing road access. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why: Proceed with the best effective solution for Auckland rate payers. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why: We voted you in because we believed in the values you stand by for Auckland City.  Use your good brains, 

hearts and experience to keep Auckland rate payers in your decision making.  Many of us are struggling with day to day 

living, our children are unable 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: We need to support community led groups and encourage residents to 
volunteer their time and skills to host and participate in important local events.  Citizen Advice Bureaus and Libraries are 
lifelines for all ages.  We appreciate these local centres.  Th 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Waitakere and Rodney pay a rubbish collection tag for our rubbish to be uplifted but not Auckland &amp; Manukau City.  

Why? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: We need all services rather than cutting 

them. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: It's a long term investment. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: Keep services we have. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:It is required. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why: They are important to maintain local cohesion. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Why only 3? All are important. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? No 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Slash and burn only affects the communities they are applied to. It's important to keep a community involved. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I believe it is important that we keep the 

regional services such as community and education programmes, arts and culture programmes, regional events, 

economic development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community empowerment 

and funding for youth centres.  

Please do not proceed to reduce or wipe out these services. There is a Maori saying: 

Maku e kii atu, he tangata, he tangata, he tangata 

What is the most important thing in the world - It is the people, it is the people, it is the people. 

We need to keep on financially investing in our people and communities, and I believe the arts and culture programmes 

are fundamentally important for our society in retaining, developing and empowering our people. We also need to invest 

in our youth and socially underprivileged communities. In my opinion, with any withdrawal of present funding and future 

funding will cause unsurmountable damage to our communities, society and people. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: It will reduce our debt 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: As a Auckland rate payer (for well over 30 years now) I am already struggling to pay my rates. I'm in 

arrears and have been in contact with Council with a payment plan. I have been advised by Council of what to pay, which  

I am not able to physically pay, 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why:I don't think I have a say here.... 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: There is a Maori saying: 

Maku e kii atu, he tangata, he tangata, he tangata 

What is the most important thing in the world - It is the people, it is the people, it is the people. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Funding and grants for arts centres and partners, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Have a read of my response in Question 1 with regard to funding and 
grants for arts centres and partners. 

With "Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities &amp; Protection and 
restoration...." - It's a no brainer 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: We need all services to continue as is. 

Cutting will  make Auckland a much less vibrant city. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: It’s a long term investment. We should keep. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: So we continue to have a vibrant city. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:So we don’t go backwards. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I support   What we have. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Library hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: They are us. I wasn’t with just 3 choices. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? We want to grow not die. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The out look of the proposals feel mean and like it is only considering money, not quality of life. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Auckland's needs have not reduced, 

therefore cuts to service levels will be detrimental to the health and well being (in terms of people and infrastruture) in the 

short and medium term.  My preference is to increase debt levels. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, 
and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Libraries are an important community resource.  Local enviromental 
work is also important to me 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with:  

Reducing funding to Tataki Auckland 

Reducing regional services 

Reducing local board funded activities 

Reducing regional contestable grants 

I am a theatre practitioner and director, as well as a secondary school teacher.  

These cuts will specifically impact at least three organisations I personally work with, making them no longer sustainable 

to provide entertainment, jobs, and quality of life to people all around Auckland.  

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  
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What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: some of the services are curial for 

communities and getting rid of them may do worse than good. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Auckland Airport can bring in much needed money from the shareholder in which Auckland Council neeed. 

The amount of money it will bring in will out weigh the savings cost. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: It will help out younger generation and get them more involved in what 
to do good for environment. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board-funded activities  

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction in funding will negatively impact the 

local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, well-being and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Organisation (if applicable): Kumeu Arts Centre Inc. 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run. 

Read our attached Submission on how this will impact our organisation 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 
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Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Rodney Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Grants for community groups / organisations, Grants for art centres, 
Ecological restoration programmes 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Please read our attached Submission 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 
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Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.



Kumeu Arts
PO Box 342
Kumeu 0891

kumeuarts@gmail.com

20th March 2023

Re: Submission on the Annual Budget 2023/2024

To whom it may concern:

Thank you for this opportunity to submit on the proposed 2023/2024 budget.

Kumeu Arts Centre (now operating under the name Kumeu Arts) is a non-profit,
charitable, Incorporated Society with objectives of encouraging and supporting all
arts in our area as well as artists and craftspeople: it’s a key civic amenity for local
cultural life and a thriving community organisation with classes, groups, workshops,
exhibitions, concerts and events.

Every year we have over 12,000 visitors through our doors and on average 7000 -
8000 participants of all ages in our programmes. It is a place where people come to
meet and connect with others, create, learn, give and have fun. In a recent survey
when asked what people come to our facility for – 51% said learning, 60%
inspiration, 43% said fun, 37% well-being, and 36% companionship or socializing.

“Kumeu Arts is an oasis of beauty amidst the aesthetic desert that is Kumeu” -
Response to recent survey.

Not only do we foster the arts but we meet many other cultural and community
outcomes. We hire our venue to other agencies, including social welfare and health
groups. Many of our programmes and services contribute to the Council’s own
stated outcomes: we excel in delivering these and accounting for them to the Local
Board. Like many community programmes, Kumeu Arts is only able to operate
because of our community lease with Auckland Council and we are extremely
grateful for this arrangement. Presently, about 80% of annual funding comes from
outside sources or is self-generated. Our submission is that Auckland Council
should continue to support the arts in general and that the Rodney Local Board
(RLB) should not consider making cuts to our annual funding. Even a small
percentage reduction will in fact have a significant impact on our sustainability. Cuts
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across the entire arts sector will see a ‘ripple effect’ meaning that the contestable
grants we all rely on will be harder to attain. We appeal to you not take what limited
resources we have from us and instead consider alternative ways of recovering debt.

Please read, and take into consideration, the follow endorsements from our
community partners and key stakeholders;

“Kindred Family services fully support and promote the work of the Kumeu Arts
Centre. Kumeu Arts Centre are effective in their promotion of local art and
supporting the community to explore their creativity through activities and events.
Our service regularly hires spaces at the Art Centre. We hire a workshop space to
run our adult courses and The Pod to use as a creche. Having the creche onsite is
vital as it enables our clients to attend our workshops knowing their tamariki are safe
& close by.” Cath Strong- Groups Coordinator/Family Harm Team Support -
Kindred Family Services

“I personally became aware of Kumeu Arts in 2008 when it was called Kumeu Art
Centre. It has been a pleasure to see its evolution into a much-needed community
focused art space, offering classes and work spaces for artists of all ages, along with
innovative exhibition spaces and exhibitions to match. While Kumeu Arts provides
opportunities for all. I do particularly applaud its place in encouraging the young to
explore through art and creativity, and as a place for senior community members to
gather, socialise and create.” Bernie Harfleet - CEO, Co-founder & Trustee - Give a
Kid a Blanket

“At Huapai we aim to expose the students to different learning environments and to
build learning partnerships within our community. The Kumeu Arts Centre is one of
the learning environments our students get most excited about visiting. We have
been able to visit and create artworks free of charge, an experience which has been
incredibly important for our families in the current climate. Having a space where
our local community can show their works, share their knowledge and skills, use
their talents, and expose our students to creative outlets that some of them would
never otherwise experience is something that we wish to keep alive for as long as
possible.” Maree Lloyd - Deputy Principal - Huapai District School

“I am writing in support of the Kumeu Arts Centre. The centre provides an excellent
resource and service to the community. In addition to the regular exhibitions and art
classes, there is an abundance of groups from within the community who choose to
hire the facilities, in the main building and The Pod. I am the coordinator of the
weekly art group held in the Pod on Thursday afternoons. We are part of
Goodwood Park Health Care, providing care for people with traumatic brain injury
and mental illness. We all enjoy meeting off site and utilising the splendid resources,
the Pod has to offer. There are usually up to 4 clients and 3 staff at our groups,
which are enhanced by the ambience of the building and the warm welcome we
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receive from art gallery staff.” Valerie Sharpe - Senior Social Worker - Goodwood
Park Health Care 

“We wish to write in support of Kumeu Arts and recognise the services they provide
as hugely valuable to our business Creative Matters. This letter supports the work of
Kumeu Arts in engaging communities, providing arts education, a space for social
welfare and health programmes and improving the lives of the people in our district.
We have used this facility for the past 4 years to run our holiday Art Programmes
and various after school art workshops. Kumeu Arts has been an absolute pleasure
to work with. They are very supportive of my programmes and my business,
assisting willingly with marketing and setting up and always providing an excellent
space to work in.” Mandy Jakich - CEO Creative Matters Ltd

The words of support above help to give you just a small indication of our ability to
reach others and assist in positive outcomes for people in our district. The utmost
importance must be placed on grassroots organisations and local initiatives such as
our own to help support our communities. I cannot understate the importance of
providing safe spaces to come back to after recent stresses. One recent example of
how we are helping assist local people is a course we are running next term called
‘Arts and Sandplay Therapy Flood Response’. Designed for children ages 5 to 12
years old, in our community impacted by recent flooding and cyclone events. A
peaceful, creative, playful environment facilitated by Jean Parkinson, an
experienced Registered Art Therapist. It was trialled during the Ōtautahi
Christchurch earthquake aftermath to offer children a place for safe emotional
expression and growth in self-regulation. The course will be run in conjunction with
Whitecliffe College. We are also in conversations with Whitecliffe about setting up a
safe space here for teenagers, as we have also identified a need for this. Our ability
to provide these initiatives, and remove cost barriers would not be possible without
sustained levels of funding.

Facilities like ours are extremely well-placed to help people who need stability and
continuity, particularly at this time when there is currently a mental health crisis in
Aotearoa. We know that our services are beneficial to well-being and mental health.
Studies prove that involvement in the arts and social interaction improves people’s
quality of life. Therefore, we believe that, not only would it be immoral to make
major cuts to the arts sector and public facilities such as this one, it makes no
economic sense because we help prevent further damage to our society.
Progressive thinking would see us collectively mitigate risk rather than attempt to
pick up the pieces when we fall apart. Everyone who uses our facility, whether
young or old, needs a place to go to where they can feel part of something bigger.
We were here for people after the isolation of Covid. We are here for local people,
right now, after the recent weather events. We want to be here in the future. If we
lose facilities such as this one, we’ll rip the heart and soul out of communities.
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“The arts breathe life into a city, give it colour, soften the ugliness of everyday living
in a cost-of-living crisis, by reminding us that shared joy and laughter makes a city
liveable. Literally hundreds of studies worldwide report on this vital role of the arts in
making the everyday struggles of urban living more bearable.” Peter O'Connor

Not only do we make life ‘more bearable’ for our participants and users, we help
generate economic growth. We keep our costs low so that we are accessible to our
community. If we no longer exist then many of the services we provide simply
wouldn’t either. On average, every year, we pay out $15,000 in commission to local
artists and craftspeople through our gallery and shop. We also hire our venue to
people who make an income by teaching here or facilitating activities. Our visitors
use other local businesses and spend money in the wider area around us. This is
true of similar venues to us, proving that the arts help stimulate economic growth
and influence the recovery of the retail, hospitality, and domestic tourism sectors.

Furthermore, we have witnessed a huge population growth around us while there
are major infrastructure and transport issues. Without access to local services like
ours, people will need to travel further and this puts even greater strain on roads
and therefore, the climate. If you take the threat of climate change seriously then
removing local, grass-roots services also makes absolutely no sense.

We manage to achieve all of the fore mentioned on a moderate operating budget.
The $40K funding we receive annually from Council is relatively insignificant
compared to your own asset based services - including Auckland Council staffed
and run galleries. Our charity has transformed a derelict old works depot into a fully
functioning arts Centre and created a valuable asset using, largely, internally
sourced funds and grants. We are governed by volunteers, and have only one full
time staff member (myself). To make even minor cuts to our funding would have a
major impact on us but make little difference to the $295 debt you say you need to
recover. The proposal to change community lease agreements and introduce much
higher annual administration fees would also damage organisations like ours.

In summary, cuts to arts, culture, and heritage funding will have negative impacts as
follows:

Community Impact 
▪ Mental Health and Well-being
▪ Youth and emerging access
▪ Connectivity – The Community Living Room
▪ Intergenerational learning
▪ Community Group Partnerships
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▪ Geographical disadvantage (Climate impacts)
▪ Fun & Recreation
▪ Sense of Place
▪ Place for healing
▪ Place for Personal growth
▪ Support Network - Sanctuary
▪ Cultural Bridging – one of the few environments where all cultures are

connected

Arts Impact 
● Auckland is UNESCO World Heritage City of Music, but is cutting of access

and participation in local music
● 100’s of Exhibitions - Thousands of Artists miss out
● Artists can’t survive without avenues of income cut
● Theatres go dark because artists can’t afford them
● Orchestras/Performances disappear

Education Impact 
● Affordable and Accessible classes often not available elsewhere
● Independent Teachers using accessible spaces
● School Visitation – adding value to school experience
● Thousands of art teachers lose income because of the cancellation of

programmes
● Students young and old lose precious brain and essential skill development
● Confidence and resilience is lost through lack of training

Economic Impact 
● Sustainability opportunities for local business
● Ability to reintroduces funds - Not easily replaced
● Artist's sales
● Sector based employment
● Harder access for those with economic disadvantage
● Blocking Creative pathways for people transitioning into arts for a living

We understand the need to recover deficits and suggest that debt should be
recovered in the following areas instead:

● Reduce council staffing and costs and improve internal systems
● Reduce unnecessary expenditures in parks and recreation
● Increase admittance costs to more public facilities for non NZ residents
● Sell shares in AIAL
● Apply means based rates increases E.g. those with second properties or

incomes above $100K
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Do not recover debt by reducing:
● Arts and culture funding
● Community & education programmes
● Social Services
● Homelessness funding
● Youth programmes
● Climate driven initiatives

Debt Recovery is not selling off your first aid kit and the resources you have to cope
with hardships (those areas fall into the second list above). Disinvestment in
community facilities or empowerment is illogical because the needs will still exist
even without them. Facilities like ours only exist because of the demand for them.
They run for the people, by the people. If Coivd taught us anything it is that we
need each other. Do not take away the tools we have to face the next challenge.
The arts are a catalyst for confident, resilient, and cohesive communities. The arts
are an essential service, vital to reviving and thriving communities. We implore you
not to make cuts in the arts sector in this budget. Instead, allow Tāmaki Makaurau’s
arts and cultural communities not only to survive, but to thrive as a contributor to
the quality of life of the region, to its economy, and to its competitive standing as a
world class city. Kumeu Arts urges Auckland Council to demonstrate its commitment
to the creativity, health, and wellbeing of its people. Council is in a unique
opportunity to respond strategically to ensure the success and growth of the region
for generations to come.

Thank you
Jago Neal (Manager)
On behalf of Kumeu Arts Centre Inc.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: The regional services are vital to our 

community and provide both jobs and essential cultural touchstones in our city. Social services are vital to the welfare of 

all aucklanders, especially those struggling financially where the cost of living is ever increasing. Lose these programmes 

and activites and places and we lose vitality from our city. As a rate payer I would rather pay more to keep those going. 

These proposed cuts disproportionately affect those with lower incomes and will have no impact on high earning people. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: These priorites are the bare minimum of what should be supported on a local board level. There aren't 
even any arts/cultural priorites which are often part of the local board initiatives. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Funding and grants for arts centres and partners, Community-led 
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environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Given the damage to the local area after the recent climate change 
weather events, there is lots of work to be done on an environmental level. The arts centres are also important, because 
if we devalue art then the whole culture will suffer. 

 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: The waitakere area and community has suffered heavily during recent weather, so all of these are essential 
for supporting the local community. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events, Climate action and sustainability 
initiatives, Local community events 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Our infrastructure and services are already 

struggling.  Public Transport needs ramping up specifically, not dropping down.  Our roads simply can't cope with the 

congestion and we also need to encourage more people onto these services long term. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: The city needs assets to provide diversified income streams and also to provide a 'buffer' for the future 

should that be needed 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: The city needs to maintain services and public transport and climate changes, if we have to pay more for 

that so be it but cutting these services, policies and programmes is short sighted and will just increase the cost and 

ramifications of doing less now 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:This is not a choice - we have to do it and we have to invest in more resilient infrastructure over time to 

improve the city's ability to manage the anticipated increase in major storm and similar events 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Funding and grants for arts centres and partners, Protection and 
restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I could tick more of the above but the local boards fill an important role 
in ensuring we have good place based approach to community and environmental development 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Private swimming pool inspections and compliance should be on a user pays 

basis - its a private benefit and the community shouldn't pay for it 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

The continued promotion of economic development and investment attraction is vital to Aucklands long term 

performance as a city - we need to be more integrated with and attractive to both global capital and talent if Auckland is 

to maintain the internatio 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: 'these points i dont mind reducing: 

Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 2023/2024 to save $21 

million 

Reducing our funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited to save a further $27.5 million, with effects on service delivery 

(including economic development and tourism promotion) and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, 

Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues in Auckland 

These are the points I want to address and do not want to proceed further please reconsider: 

- Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, arts and culture programmes, regional 

events, economic development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $20 million 

- Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

- Reducing regional contestable grants to save $3 million 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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- No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

As someone who works in early intervention and with youth and have worked in areas across alcohol and drug services 

and education mentoring services, we need this money to continue to good work that those on the front line are doing. 

Reducing the funding will take away the much needed support that is provided by these services at community level. 

The amazing work that community workers, youth workers, whanau workers, ECE, youth related activities it has shown 

connectedness for our whanau and youth and also increases positive coping strategies and activities for our youth and 

whanau. Reducing these funds can have a negative affect on communities which i have seen in the past when services 

or programmes have been cut in the past there leaves a gap in the system and the community.  I urge you to please 

reconsider cutting costs in this area and as a rate payer i would rather see my money going towards these things 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  
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Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: '- Reducing our funding to Tātaki Auckland 

Unlimited....... 

Price of venues are high enough as it is to deter low income families for visiting these places.  Keep the funding for these 

venues and increase debt (not further increase to rates) 

- Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, arts....... 

Homelessness, empowerment and youth centres need to be adequately addressed not reduced! 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: We need to retain a share in Auckland Airport as it is in Auckland and it is a revenue stream 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: I don't really want to pay increased rates, however I feel by increasing our debt will eventually lead to an 

increase in rates 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Focus on what infastructure is currently in place by upgrading.  Pass on costs for additional burden on 

current infrastructure to builders and developers not general rate payers.  We were impacted by flooding which I feel was 

due to the increase in infill 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 
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Tell us why: These activities will help our community 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Activities selected and important for the community and would cater for 
many 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? i dont care for the food scrap service, maybe charge those using that service 

not apply across the board 

 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and culture facilities and events 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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Waitematā Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Arts and community centre programmes (at Ellen Melville Centre and 
Studio One Toi Tū), Protection and restoration of local waterway e.g. Te Wai Ōrea lake and wetland, Local waste 
minimisation activities e.g. Waitematā waste away 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  

Do you think there are other areas where we could make savings to our local budgets?  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

My view is that the Auckland council and our current under performing mayor Wayne Brown should not be putting 

Aucklanders in such a position as rates are already high, cost of living is sky rocketing. He is the mayor of Auckland with 

a budget. Why doesn’t 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 
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Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: Selling all shares is an obvious decision in a time where you need to save money, and it saves a lot. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase and make 

less use of debt 

Tell us why: Only option that increases revenue and decrease costs in the immediate future. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:While it sucks for home owners that got flooded, most were on floor prone areas where they knew the 

implications of buying a home in such area. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: These services aren't even noticeable to the general population. An obvious cut back is needed and money 
spent on things where most will use or interact with. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer 
activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: These are crucial services to the Auckland 

community. A council should not just be concerned with infrastructure, but making sure the city has a heart and soul and 

is representative of the diverse cultures that live here. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: I think it will need to be a combination of higher rates and greater debt. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:The $20m increase seems modest considering the future we are all facing 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  

Tell us why these are most important to you: All of these are important and should not be reduced 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Protection 
and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Public transport, cultural/arts/community 

services are a huge part of what makes a city desirable to visit and live in. I believe that cutting back drastically in these 

areas will have a long term, negative impact on Auckland, and although there would be short term savings, I feel the long 

term cost would be greater.  I would rather pay higher rates. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Funding and grants 
for arts centres and partners, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Supporting the arts. Community spaces (parks, playgrounds, libraries, pools etc). Cultural events. Public transport. 

Supporting youths. All these things are so so important and make up the fabric of a great city. Yes the cost but they are 

what make our ci 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reducing public transport funding will not 

help Auckland meet climate change targets. 

Funding for arts and cultures allows those who are less well off to access these important areas. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: These shares belong to the people of Auckland. They are not yours to sell!! 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   
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Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Funding for community centres, early 

childhood centres. Auckland Zoo and other public venues should continue 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:How this money is spent and the quality and maintenance of work must. E looked at and policed. We have 

had poor service from contractors and money has not been well spent ensuring causes are addressed. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Because I live in a street that has suffered significant flooding and I work 
I. Education for the special needs community 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Please co not proceed with cuts to the arts, 

culture and communities - these cuts will have a huge impact on the wellbeing of our people, of our city. 

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run.  Annually our organisation 

connects Pacific arts and culture with upwards of 32,000 participants - providing a place for Aucklanders to learn, share, 

gather and create in a safe environment.  We are a world leader in the delivery of Pacific arts programmes and are proud 

to call Auckland home 

Organisation (if applicable): Pacifica Arts Centre (Pacifica Mamas Arts and Cultural Trust) 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: The Henderson-Massey Local Board have done an outstanding job in keeping our community connected, 
valued and safe.  They have prioritized and understand the importance of wellbeing - including the creative arts.  Our 
organisation supports their priorities 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Picking three is difficult - we also note the importance of climate / 
environmental initiatives 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Programmes 
and activations in community facilities, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you:  
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with: 

Reducing funding to Tātaki Auckland Unlimited,  

Reducing regional services,  

Reducing local board funded activities, and 

Reducing regional contestable grants. 

Many of the proposed cuts will hit communities hardest. It is short sighted to consider cuts to arts and culture, and 

community services such as Citizens Advice Bureau. Aucklander's have not been provided with alternative options to 

consider such as increased borrowing.  I do not support these cost reductions. The net effect of such a sizable reduction 

in funding will negatively impact the local economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

When Auckland’s communities are thriving and our arts and cultural sector is prospering, the entire city benefits. These 

services directly improve social cohesion, wellbeing and our quality of life. They make our city more inclusive and 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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welcoming helping us to attract and retain new residents and industry. They also boost the local economy, create jobs 

and make the city more prosperous.  

Cutting this funding will negatively impact the local economy and the ability for our restaurants, hotels and retail sectors 

to generate revenue. And it will negatively impact the quality and diversity of education in our schools and communities.  

These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling the airport shares does not add up. The loss of the 18% shareholding in Auckland International 

Airport would make the city permanently poorer and would remove people’s level of control over a strategic asset. The 

Council proposal does not consider 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Auckland Council is in a strong position to borrow more and Increasing borrowing avoids the need for 

community cuts and sale of airport shares. Auckland Council is not facing a debt crisis: Auckland’s debt is at 250% of its 

revenue, well below the 290% de 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  
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Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Waitematā Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support all priorities 

Tell us why: We need to invest in our communities if they're going to grow. We're still recovering from COVID, floods 
and cyclones. Losing these initiatives will further compound the hurt our communities feeling. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library opening hours and services, Community programme delivery e.g. 
community networks, youth and arts, Local grants e.g. community and accommodation grants 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Cuts to these services, which while small in terms of the Council’s 
overall budget, will have an outsize impact on our arts, culture and creative sector, and youth and community 
programmes and services. Our social infrastructure – including our arts, cult 

Do you think there are other areas where we could make savings to our local budgets? Yes, but it is the Mayor 
and Council's responsibility to present a depth of options in an appropriate timeframe, which has not been reflected in 
this process. 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 
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• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

It is devastating to see that community services and arts and culture are at the frontline of proposed budget cuts. These 

are not nice-to-have services. The provision of free and accessible social services and cultural activities is vital to 

wellbeing, so 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: the proposed reductions will harm our city 

and our communities. Auckland is rated as a city which is very liveable world wide, these changes will change that as our 

social, arts, environmental  and  wider community sectors will all be harmed. These are small amounts of money for 

great societal good. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): Citizens Advice Bureau Massey 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: increase the share holding to give Auckland a greater say around the table. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: the rates rise should be in line with inflation at least. Rates rebates and rates deferrals are available - but 

not widely known about. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:our city needs greater resilience for weather events 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: these amounts of money do more good than the small amounts would suggest. The community sector runs 
on the smell of an oily rag and gets greater good from the money than it would seem. These things underpin our 
community and the social fabric. Why is soci 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?)  
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Tell us why these are most important to you: its ridiculous to play off priorities here.. they are all important. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? we need climate resilience, these things help that 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

Our Citizens Advice Bureaux help thousands of Aucklanders every year     

  

Whilst this submission is primarily in reference to Citizens Advice Bureaux and the proposed budget cuts to them, we 

wish to state we are in a unique position to see how the commun 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Forge ahead on this and stop providing 

services that can be and should be delivered privately. Stop all race- and colour-based policies and initiatives, no matter 

empowering or depowering. All ethnic groups should be treated equally regardless of the order in time that they landed 

on the shores of Aotearoa. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Keep the equity in AIA; it is a strategic asset to AKL, and the Council should definitely have a role in it by 

owning a significant stake. Plus it is projected to grow in capital values in the long term provided Auckland continues to 

attract international 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Interest rates rise and fall as part of a cyclic process. As long as we spend money in the right places for 

future capital growth, it makes sense to borrow money for the cause, no matter when. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:This is a no-brainer and should not be a one-off. Perhaps the central Government should chip in too. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support any priorities 

Tell us why: None of these priorities feels relevant to me. Stop all race- and colour-based policies and initiatives, no 
matter empowering or depowering. All ethnic groups should be treated equally regardless of the order in time that they 
landed on the shores of Aote 
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours 

Tell us why these are most important to you: ANZAC is a must to keep. It forms an integral part of being New 
Zealand; if funding is an issue then central Government should step in. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I do not support proceeding with reducing 

funding for any regional services. Each of the listed regional services need to remain funded. I do not supprt reducing 

funding to Tataki Auckland Ltd. I do not support reducing funding for local board funded activities, reducing contestable 

funds or providing early childhood education services. I would support reduced public transport services for 2023 but not 

for a further year. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: I support increasing rates however I would also support further rates raises in high income high earner 

neighborhoods. 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Library 
hours, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Each form a part of core civic life. Libraries need to be protected at all 
costs. Local community and civic events are necessary for community life. Protecting our waterways ensures a healthy 
future. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I believe some services are too valuable and 

shouldn't be compromised but others can be temproarily halted - I believe public transport should not be reduced - in 

regards to Tātaki Unlimited I think economic development and tourism should be fully supported but happy for venue 

pricing to be adjusted with the premise that it would be reduced again once the budget crisis is over.  

For bullet point three - some reduction in regional services such as homelessness, arts and culture etc  can be made but 

it would be unfortunate for progress to be completely set back and reductions should be only enough to still allow 

services to continue without being too detrimental to the overall long term goals. 

The same premise should be applied to local board funding, especially considering most of these savings will likely come 

from operational budgets. Cut what can be cut without causing any long term community issues or set back  (reduce 

renewals -reduce community and civic events - reduce grants etc) but be really careful when considering environmental 

and community based services that could really have some longer term implications.  

I am happy for the final two bullet points to go ahead and be reduced.  

The community will need to take a hit and I believe the best way to do this is for nice to have services to be reduced, 

personal ownership of costs for extra things they want where reasonable (increased rates and optional service costs), to 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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allow preservation of longer term goals which rely on council interventions and would be drastically negatively impacted 

by reductions (cultural programmes, environmental programmes and community resilience programmes to name a few). 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why: I dont really understand this enough to comment either way - but my initial uninformed thoughts are that its 

doesn't really make sense to keep these shares when we are paying significant interest on the debt and are realizing no 

benefits. For me it would 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 
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5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: I believe your priorities have captured what is important to invest in an continue in terms of what, if not 
funded, would be harmful to communities, rather than individuals. Community resilience and climate action are massively 
important and could have ma 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: These initiatives cant simply be paused and any reductions will likely 
have significant set backs to the overall objectives. Healthier communities and environments are something that is 
beneficial for all present and future and have lasting impacts in way 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why: Shares are like family silver but one that gives an annual return and currently is forecast to continue to 

increase in value as tourism picks up. Both rates increases and additional debt options should be considered. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: The Council should pressure the central government about the funding model; for the ratepayers to be fully 

funding all services is unfair. Contributions on behalf of other users of the Council services should  be explored! 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:The council has for too long ignored its responsibility in this regard: allowing developments without due 

consideration of potential weather impacts and not maintaining water ways, drains, creeks etc. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: This Board is very focussed on the needs of the community and is planning to act accordingly. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Community-led environmental and water 
quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in 
parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: They reflect current priorities. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I support 3 Waters legislation and strongly urge the Council to agree to work with the Government for its implementation. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Proceed with the proposed reductions 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Reducing Tataki Unlimited Fubdjng 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: Inflation - people are barely living 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Climate change is here 

 

5. Local Boards 

Waitākere Ranges Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024? I support most priorities 

Tell us why:  

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Environmental activities e.g. pest control and wildlife protection on west 
coast beaches, Climate action and sustainability initiatives, Local parks and facilities maintenance 
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Tell us why these are most important to you:  

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Make greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  
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c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed with any reductions: instead, 

unfreeze the water quality &amp; natural environment targeted rates, increase general rates and increase borrowing. We 

could introduce new targeted rates and request central government support (particularly for weather-related events 

investment &amp; costs). 

Keep library services and CAB both of which cater to all the community but particularly to the low income sector.  

Already in our community in west Auckland I see basic services are slipping - there are access paths completely grown 

over with weeds, cyclone damage to trees, parks and playground(s) that has not been attended to (this is not even where 

flooding has occurred). 

Homelessness seems to be growing so this is not the time to cut back on these services. 

I do not support the cost reductions. The net effect of such a large reduction in funding will negatively impact the local 

economy and devastate Auckland’s culture, art and community sectors.  

This is not the time to be cutting back. Now is the time to invest in Auckland’s future.  

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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These are not nice-to-haves that can be turned on or off at will. Jobs will be lost and some of the organisations 

responsible for delivering these services will shutter. 

A reduction of this size will send our city backwards and cost us more in the long run.  

 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Selling Auckland Airport shares at this time is short-sighted. It would remove our level of control over a 

strategic asset. It will be very difficult to return the future value of the shares to the public once these shares are sold. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why: Increase use of debt AND set a higher general rates increase; unfreeze the water quality &amp; natural 

environment targeted rates.  

This will help avoid the proposed cuts.  

We could also introduce new targeted rates and request central government suppor 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  
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What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:I think we just have to do this. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I think the priorities are right to foster an inclusive and healthy community. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Local community and civic events, including ANZAC events, Protection 
and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts, Open space low / no mow areas 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I care about all of these! Have picked 3 to comment on. 

Re ANZAC events - we owe it to those who fought, and nothing can replace the impact of attending one of these 
ceremonies to really hit home the reality of war. I am not opposed to a 'lower cost form 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? Continue to investigate small additional charges to tourists to raise money. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 
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Getting Te Whau Pathway built is very important to me.  

It will connect existing pathways - the Waterview, and Avondale to New Lynn Shared Pathway, the Northwestern 

cycleway (SH16), the New Lynn Transport Interchange and the Te Atatū Bus Interchange. 

It 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any:  

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?   

Organisation (if applicable): Central Park Henderson Business Association (Inc.) 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt?  

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms?  

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   
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Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.



CPHBA SUBMISSION ON: 
Auckland Council Annual Budget 2023/2024 

RE: Feedback (AK Have Your Say) 

  25 March 2023 

TO: Auckland Council Group Chief Financial Officer 

Name of submitter: Central Park Henderson Business Association Inc. (CPHBA) 

Our role/ priorities in the Auckland (West) economy is to improve the business environment of our 
‘Business Improvement District’ area; Providing security, Organising business events, Business 
support, Advocacy on behalf of Members, Promoting the area to new businesses, as well as 
attracting employees, customers and visitors. 

The Auckland Council group plays a pivotal role in providing efficient and effective core services 
Citywide. Auckland must continually strive to attract more visitors, and bid competitively to host 
major events, as well as support economic development activities. 

The marketing of Auckland City firmly sits within the scope of Council’s fundamental services - no 
other entity has the resources, nor the single minded focus, to position the City’s brand 
internationally. Council must continue investing in this important service to support economic 
development.  

RE: Key themes identified in your Consultation Document; CPHBA which to speak too: 

(A) Managing ongoing budget pressures, rates and debt
(B) The Storm response
(C) Our Local Board Submissions
(D) What else is important to us

Ongoing budget pressures 
CPHBA absolutely supports Auckland Council holding ‘tough’ talks with Central Govt too push-it-to-
pay more for the City Rail Link. This is a fundamental piece of National Infrastructure, a national 
asset and should always have been fully or mainly funded by Government.  Potentially hundreds of 
millions could be clawed back here by Council.  

Regarding the need for efficiencies and savings, we ask that the detailed review of services across 
the entire Auckland Council to be accelerated. A strong emphasis on finding savings from the 
management of contractors and consultants by CCO’s, as we believe there is still degrees of 
wastage.  

Auckland Council needs to strategically identify its core business (Roads, Rubbish, Parks, Water, 
Sewage) all the boring stuff. These are must deliverables; the rest are nice to have, but may not be 
affordable. The lofty Social programs are not part of the rating system, and belong to Central Govt. 

As mentioned earlier, CPHBA does not support the $27.5 million funding reductions proposed for 
Auckland Unlimited. We do ask however, that the budget for marketing Auckland internationally, 
attracting visitors, bidding for and hosting major events as well as supporting economic 
development activities - be maintained with a judicious overwatch and accountability. 

We also ask that the budget for our Henderson Town Centre re-generation be maintained. 
Henderson is one of the ‘forgotten’ suburbs, which has been poorly treated by Council. These ‘Town 
Centre’ activities are what can make West Auckland a ‘vibrant’ place in which to live, learn and earn. 

Again, with KPI’s and accountability - without the current ideological approach. 
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Managing rates and debt 
Turning to managing rates, we appreciate that this is important in terms of Council’s budget 
challenge. CPHBA acknowledges that a large number of businesses were impacted by significant 
rates rises subsequent to new valuations.  

This also impacted on Residential rates after the Govt/ Council imposed ‘intensification’ of many 
suburbs resulting in much higher property values at the time new rates levels were set.  
CPHBA recommends that at least the proportional increases be repatriated back to the suburbs 
affected by this extra rates burden.  

We do support an increase in general rates no higher than inflation. However, we believe it would be 
disingenuous of Council to raise rates on the rating valuations set at the peak of the residential 
property market. Therefore recommend to be set on [their] current valuations. 

CPHBA does not support pausing the long-term differential strategy.   
The intention of the long-term differential strategy is for the share of general rates paid by business 
properties to be made fairer. However, every time there is a budget challenge, Auckland Council 
pauses the long-term differential strategy. We are strongly of the view that this is unacceptable. 

We also support reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate and the Water Quality Targeted 
Rate by around two thirds and using the money Council has already collected from these targeted 
rates to continue delivering these work programmes. 

The Storm response 
CPHBA agrees that the impacts of the recent storm events over Auckland Anniversary weekend and 
Cyclone Gabrielle have been substantial for Council.  

We have been concerned about the lack of ownership regarding the risks from flooding and the 
relevant CCO’s that operate within the Council Group, which do not seem to act cohesively at any 
time - this certainly came to the fore during and following the flooding events.  

We find it incredulous that core functions, such as keeping the drains free from blockages or 
maintaining storm water pipes, fall between several agencies, and sometimes into some kind of void 
between Auckland Council and Auckland Transport or NZ Transport Agency. We understand that 
certain areas (streams) are cleared after heavy rains, but the maintenance schedule overall must be 
a more serious consideration. 

This needs your urgent attention. Keeping the drains free and regularly maintained is core business, 
and the schedule needs to at least double to twice annually. We do not believe the onus should be 
placed on property owners. 

We agree that the floods and slips mean that urgent repairs and replacements must be carried out 
ahead of less urgent work.  

So, we absolutely agree with increasing operating budgets by around $20 million to support the 
repairs and replacements as well as prepare for and respond to future storms and understand that 
this may raise rates by an additional 1%.  

However, we think this funding should be ‘ring fenced’ for these purposes. 
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Henderson Massey Local Board Submissions 
The proposed budget would require the Henderson-Massey Local Board to reduce its planned 
operating spend by $959,000. 
Key Priorities in 2023/2024 (HMLB) 
• Focus on supporting community organisations and initiatives that strengthen social and economic

resilience and prosperity. 
- CPHBA recommends that some of this support should lay with the Taxpayer, not the Ratepayer
• Support community-led environmental activities and enable community-led climate action through

initiatives identified in the Climate Action Plan 
- CPHBA would have thought that mitigation of storm damage and remedial work for future,

would be a more important priority at this time 
• Continue to support the Māori responsiveness plan Waitākere ki Tua and Te Kete Rukuruku

project, developing relationships across Māori communities and returning Māori names and 
narratives to the whenua. 

- CPHBA does not support this Central Govt. led agenda as being a ‘key priority’
• Continue support for Pasifika and ethnic focused initiatives.
• Continue to support collaboration between key agencies and intercultural activities with minority,

migrant and refugee communities to increase inclusion and participation. 
- CPHBA believes the above two ‘priorities’ should be grouped together under one budget

CPHBA has understood for a decade now that the HMLB has not recognised business to the degree 
necessary for adequate connection and consultation. The word business is little used in planning, 
therefore the words [in key priorities] ‘economic resilience’ are somewhat perceptional. 

What else is important to us 
CPHBA supports a budget package that sharply reduces Auckland Council’s group operating costs. 
However, Security is a significant priority for both Business and Community.  

We do support prudent borrowing even if it requires more than $75 million of additional debt to 
support safety concerns in our neighbourhoods. 

CPHBA has been working on a CCTV project on our streets for four years now. We have finally  
progressed plans to encompass our boundary with the assistance of Police and SaferCities, which we 
have budgeted for. However we have reached an impasse with a manager at Auckland Transport. 

This manager has pontificated over the use of required poles within the plan, giving no information, 
assistance, or costs - citing the new AT budgetary requirements; this with a complete lack of 
empathy for the plight of Henderson, especially in view of the crime spike over the last year.  

In Conclusion 
We ask that there be a focus on providing those services which grow the economy and support local 
businesses, especially in our town centres.  

Auckland Council should understand that business is mobile and can relocate outside of Auckland if 
the business environment is less favourable. 

We fundamentally believe greater savings can be made with a culture of efficiency being instilled 
across the Council Group, Auckland Council needs to focus on its core business. Now is the time for 
the council, and it’s significant number of employees, to adopt a business mindset. But Council must 
not lose sight of Auckland’s ongoing economic prosperity. 

This Submission is not part of a petition, but simply identifying the concerns of CPHBA Members 

Yours faithfully 

________________________________________ 
Kelvin Armstrong 
Chairperson CPHBA 
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for

2023/2024 to save $21 million

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues

in Auckland

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million.

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Maintaining the currently reduced number of 

public transport services (as of December 2022) for 2023/2024 to save $21 million.  - this needs to be increased as the 

services are pretty pathetic at present. Continue to support the Zoo. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable): 

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: We will have a continous stream of income from the Airport. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I do not think that funding should be reduced to the Libraries. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, 
and volunteer activities , Open space low / no mow areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: Library hours as this will be an increasingly used facility as costs 
increase/ Keep working on water quality as this will work in with flooding. Keep mowing or we will have a rodent 
infestation which will cost money to manage. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: There are too many lives on the line if there 

are cuts to funding within our arts spaces. As a social worker, and in the past as a youth worker, it is horrifying to hear 

that cuts will happen to spaces and places that young people call home. Community arts and activities are so important 

to our whānau thriving, and to support cultural wellbeing. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  I don't know 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? I don't know 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? I don't know 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support most priorities 

Tell us why: I would like to see some youth-specific priorities. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Discretionary community grants, Programmes and activations in 
community facilities, Funding and grants for arts centres and partners 

Tell us why these are most important to you: I used to work at the local youth centre and I think it’s important that 
those spaces stay open - they rely on grants. 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: I would not proceed with reduction in Tataki 

Auckland Unlimited activity and regional community services. It is imperative that we provide services for those 

community members who otherwise wouldn't have access, such as homelessness funding. Shelter, safety, community 

and belonging are fundamental human needs, and to pull funding from these areas and people who need it the most is 

inhumane. Community venues such as the zoo and art gallery are key enablers of community, education and whanau. 

Pulling funding from these areas would have a negative impact on community and wellbeing. As a parent of a young 

child these places are so important - as a place of education and community connection. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Auckland Internation Airport should be wholly publicly owned and funded. We have seen the negative 

impact of privatisation nationally and internationally and this should be avoided at all costs. Selling shares in incredibly 

short sighted and not at all fu 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:With the current cost of living, increasing rates further to the proposed 4.66% will be absolutely unaffordable 

for many people. The best approach would be to increase debt to cover storm response (working with EQC and central 

government) and look to incr 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 
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Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? Overall feedback - I was impressed to see that Auckland Council will be 

leasing office space to help cover costs. More initiatives like this that look at creative ways of increasing revenue should 

be considered before unilaterally cutting funding for much 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: don't proceed with cuts to community funding 

eg community houses, CABs 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Proceed with the proposal to enable the sale of all our shares in AIAL and use the 

proceeds to reduce debt and therefore annual interest costs by around $87 million per year 

Tell us why: sounds like a good plan 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: I think having reduced opening hours for libraries is okay but with only minor changes.  I don't like the idea 
of less moving of shared spaces - things might begin to look messy. 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Open space low / no mow areas 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: I use a community centre for yoga classes and it is so good for my 
health and mental well being.  I would hate to see it closed. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I feel very strongly about the importance of local community centres. 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Annual Budget 2023/2024 
 

Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Do not proceed as they are what the 

community needs. Find some fund by selling some of the council assets, sell part pf the airport shareholding, stop 

funding our fancy golf course, sell those might land they have. You will get the money to covered the cost. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Other 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Other 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Other 

Tell us why:there are always away to get the money without putting up and increasing the rate, life is hard already with 

the current rates 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why: They are apart of the community that needs the most 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Library hours, 
Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: Library is the main source of knowledge in the community with program 
and activities in the community facilities are back to back continuing support it our local community and their whanau. 
The care of the environment and local waterways are necessary for 
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6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with some reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Give donation to Auckland zoo to cut out 

administrative costs. 

Auckland zoo will need support during these unfortunate times. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: Sale of all shares will create monopoly, fares will increase dramatically, rate payers given discount for travel 

within NZ to support nationwide economic growth. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why: Ensure urgent projects public safety risk are prioritized. Rate payers if required to pay more need to see 

transparency that benefit all communities. I've watched council funds being wasted on sculpture and public gardens 

including garden roundabouts, mis 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:Wait. Winter is coming, the worst is not over yet. Need to not rush, provide additional budget 2024. 

 

5. Local Boards 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  
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Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Other 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: rates are already very high coupled with high 

mortgage interest rates, this is crippling tac payers more. i do not agree to increase rates further and prefer to have more 

people working so that here will be more taxes earned instead of increasing rates 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: partially selling shares will reduce the debt and remaining shares can still earn some dividends. 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a lower general rates increase and make 

greater use of debt 

Tell us why: homeowners can not afford any more increase in rates, hence make better use of debt and monies 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Do not proceed with the proposal 

Tell us why:better awareness of locations where storms/flooding is going to be affected first 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I do not support most priorities 

Tell us why: keep the current english names of places to avoid confusion and misunderstanding. if we have to use the 
Maori names, make sure that all will understand. at this stage it is not a priority 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Library hours, Community-led environmental and water quality initiatives, 
and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 
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Tell us why these are most important to you: library is needed for knowledge and for students to use 

waterways and ecology is a general need of the community, and everyone will benefit from it 

 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals?  

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: You should not cut programmes when we are 

not raising rates in line with inflation. These cuts will stagnant our economy. Furthermore, our council is not just a 

balance sheet and these cuts reduce social, cultural and arts disproportionately which is wrong when the council should 

be a steward of cultivating the culture of a city. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Don’t change the policy, keep all our shares and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why: It does not look like this budget proposal has done a proper impact analysis of selling these assets, 

furthermore, if we are looking to sell off Auckland Assets why not consider the golfing clubs or other Auckland assets 

instead of the airport? 

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Set a higher general rates increase 

Tell us why: I am unsure why the council is proposing a rate increase not in line with inflation. This forces us to make 

cuts or make greater use of debt. This budget proposal should have been more considered in its approach and does not 

seem to be flexible when it co 

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  

What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why:Yes, we should future-proof Auckland for storms. 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  I support all priorities 

Tell us why:  
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If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Funding and grants 
for arts centres and partners, Protection and restoration of local waterways, and ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: It seems by forcing us to select only three these cuts seem inevitable, I 
do not agree with this when there are alternatives. 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.   

What do you think of these proposals? There wasn't enough information provided above to make informed decisions 

on the impact of supporting them one way or another. Something visual like a cost-benefit analysis or a comparison 

graph would have been appreciated instead of a wall of text that t 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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Note:    this version of the feedback form has been created for the purpose of publishing 

submissions. As such, contact and demographic information has been removed and handwritten 

submissions have been transcribed. 

Submitter details 

Your feedback 

1. Operating spending reductions 

Auckland Council have already decided to reduce costs by simplifying management structures and sharing resources 

more across the Council group (including Auckland Transport and other Council Controlled Organisations). 

Our proposal to save $130 million would also require us to make other reductions, including: 

• Maintaining the currently reduced number of public transport services (as of December 2022) for 

2023/2024 to save $21 million 

• Reducing our funding to Tataki Auckland Unlimited to save $17.5m, with some effects on service delivery 

and pricing at venues it manages such as Auckland Zoo, Auckland Art Gallery, and stadiums and venues 

in Auckland 

• Reducing regional services such as community and education programmes, regional events, economic 

development, and other social services activities such as homelessness funding, community 

empowerment and funding for youth centres to save $22 million 

• Reducing local board funded activities across all boards to save $16 million 

• Reducing regional grants to save $6 million 

• No longer directly providing early childhood education services to save $1 million. 

 

What is your preference on the proposed operating cost reductions?  

Do not proceed with any reductions and instead further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why, and which reductions you would not proceed with if any: Auckland NEEDS all its current programmes 

to be running to its fullest capacity. Having all aspects funded creates a sense of belonging to our city which we all 

desperately need after covid and the floods/cyclone. Council must look within itself to cut costs (no more using rate 

money to fund lunches!!!) and increase debt and rates. With a cost of living crisis at our doorstep, now is not the time to 

be taking away from communities when so many are struggling. It is not the people of Auckland's fault it has been left to 

get to this point!  

Public Transport MUST be funded fully and all reductions NEED to be reinstated urgently. Auckland Transport must be 

held accountable for the money wasting activities it is involved with - why on earth would you have a logo reddesign in 

the current financial climate!! Many people have lost vehicles after the flooding/cyclone and I have noticed a huge 

passenger increase on my local buses and trains, we NEED MORE public transport especially in west auckland.  

Do not cut funding to our local boards. They are the people who know communities and what the needs are - not the 

ones sitting in the CBD never venturing to actual communities. 

Do not let the Citizens advice bureau and our libraries close down! These are vital for communities. Not only are they are 

source of information, they are also vital for creating a sense of belonging in communities. They do this by providing safe 

Organisation (if applicable):  

Your local board:  Henderson-Massey 
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spaces for groups, students, and people who maybe feeling displaced. It was our library staff and CAB people who were 

there for communities after the floods and cyclone, NOT COUNCIL!!!!!! 

I do not agree with any of the suggestions for cutting the debt that Aucklanders had no idea about until now. Do not take 

away from communities! There has been a huge increase in crime and negative social outcomes for many in Auckland. 

Its been a hard few years. There are wonderful community groups who are working endlessly to support the people who 

are finding it hard to get back on track. These groups MUST continue to be funded. We MUST have outlets to celebrate 

our city and feel connected to it. DO NOT CUT FUNDING TO ARTS/COMMUNITIES/PUBLIC TRANSPORT. 

2. Amending Auckland International Airport Limited (AIAL) Shareholding Policy 

Our proposed budget includes a planned change to the AIAL shareholding policy. This will allow us to sell some or all our 

shares in AIAL. 

Selling all our shareholding (currently around 18% of shares in Auckland Airport) would reduce our debt by an estimated 

$1.9 billion. This would reduce interest costs on our debt by around $88 million per year, which is greater than what we’d 

expect to earn from the dividends if we kept the shares. 

We have also considered other options, including both keeping all our shares and a partial sale that reduces our 

shareholding while maintaining at least 10 per cent (a so-called “blocking stake”). These options would contribute less 

towards our budget reduction target and require other actions – most likely by further increasing rates or debt (within 

existing policy limits). 

What is your preference on this proposal to change the AIAL shareholding policy to enable the sale of all 

Auckland Council’s shares?  Enable a partial sale of our shares, maintaining a 10 per cent shareholding in AIAL 

(reducing our interest costs by around $40 million per year), and further increase rates and/or debt 

Tell us why:  

3. Managing rates and debt 

To help with our budget challenge, we propose a total rates increase for the average value residential property of around 

4.66 per cent or $154 a year (around $3 a week) and to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million in 2023/2024. 

Rates 

Our proposed 4.66 per cent total rates increase would be achieved by: 

• An average increase in general rates of 7.0 per cent across all existing properties, including non-residential 

• Reducing the Natural Environment Targeted Rate (NETR) and Water Quality Targeted Rate (WQTR) by 

around two thirds and using the money we have already collected from these targeted rates to continue 

delivering these work programmes as planned in 2023/2024 

• Pausing our change to the split between business and residential rates. Under our current policy, annual 

increases to general rates for business properties are less than for non-business (residential and farm/lifestyle) 

properties, so that over time the share of general rates paid by business properties is fairer.  Our proposal is to 

put this change on hold for one year  

We propose to increase our use of debt by up to $75 million for 2023/2024.  This will be used to fund some capital 

expenditure (assets such as roads, pipes and buildings) that is currently planned to be funded by operating revenue 

(such as rates and user charges). This will free up that operating revenue to help address our budget shortfall. 

What is your preference on our proposal to manage rates and debt? Proceed with the proposed increases to rates 

(4.66 per cent overall for the average value residential property) and debt (up to $75 million of additional debt) 

Tell us why:  

4. Storm Response 

The impacts of the recent storm events beginning on Auckland Anniversary weekend could be substantial over time and 

we don’t yet know the full costs.  

Changes to our investment in land, infrastructure, buildings and equipment will be needed. Some new investments will 

be delayed so we can undertake urgent repairs and replacements.  

Additionally, from 2023/2024, we are proposing to increase our operating budgets by around $20 million each year to 

improve our ability to prepare for and respond to future storms. This would likely require rates to increase for 2023/2024 

by around an additional 1 per cent (on top of the 4.66 per cent increase proposed to address our budget shortfall).  
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What is your preference on our proposal to manage the impact of future storms? Proceed with the proposal to 

increase our operating budget by around $20 million each year 

Tell us why: 

 

5. Local Boards 

Henderson-Massey Local Board 

It is proposed to reduce funding by $16 million across all local boards which will impact the activities and services 
delivered by local boards. Given this possible reduction in funding, what do you think of our proposed priorities for 
services and activities in this local board in 2023/2024?  Other 

Tell us why: We need to invest in our communities if they're going to grow. We're still recovering from COVID, floods 
and cyclones. Losing these initiatives will further compound the hurt our communities feeling. We have a very dedicated 
local board who work tirelessl 

If funding for local board activities is reduced, which three of our services do you not want to reduce funding 
for? (i.e. which are most important to you?) Programmes and activations in community facilities, Community-led 
environmental and water quality initiatives, and volunteer activities , Protection and restoration of local waterways, and 
ecological volunteers in parts 

Tell us why these are most important to you: They are actually ALL IMPORTANT. How on earth can you only pick 
three. West Auckland flooded badly during the natural disaster events. West Auckland also flooded badly in 2021 and 
NOTHING was done by council. Funding in these areas must not be cut, it sho 

 

6. Changes to other rates and fees and charges 

Waste management rates changes  

Cost changes in waste management, including:  

a) a 10.6 per cent base rate increase,  

b) an option for a new 80L bin in the former Auckland City Council and Manukau City Council areas 
(80L bin price will be $143.71), and  

c) an increase to the 240L refuse bin price (from $254.15 to $287.41).  

 

Introduce a one-off fee of $40 for those residents wishing to change their bin size.   

Extend the food scraps targeted rate to the new areas that will receive the service this year.   

Changes to other rates  

Swimming Pool/Spa Pool Fencing Compliance Targeted Rate: increases to reflect the actual costs of 
the service, and an increase in the fee for follow up inspections.  

 

Change which bus services are funded by the Climate Action Targeted Rate from what was planned, 
to ensure that we can continue to deliver the climate and service outcomes for which the CATR was 
established.  

 

What do you think of these proposals? DO NOT CUT FUNDING TO COMMUNITIES! Increase debt and rates 

increases. 

7. What else is important to you? 

Do you have feedback on any other issues, including: 

• Local board decision-making over local community services (page 53 in the consultation document). 

• Tūpuna Maunga Authority Operational Plan 2022/2023 (page 53 in the consultation document). 
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• Changes to fees and charges (page 53 in the consultation document). 

Or is there anything further you would like to give feedback on? 

I encourage all of the council especially Wayne Brown to come and visit the communities in which you want to destroy. 

After many years of uncertainty and stress its wonderful to have events and initiatives creating a sense of community and 

belonging again 

 

Important privacy information 

The personal information that you provide in this form will be held and protected by Auckland Council in accordance with 

our privacy policy (available at aucklandcouncil.govt.nz/privacy and at our libraries and service centres) and with the 

Privacy Act 1993. The privacy policy explains how we can use and share your personal information in relation to any 

interaction you have with the council, and how you can access and correct that information. You should familiarise 

yourself with this policy before submitting this form.
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